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Abstract 

This study explores the hture expansion possibilities at Dorval International Airpon 

in Montreal. The purpose of this study was four fold: (1) To investigate the theoy 

and planning procedures that are involved in the development of airports, and (2) to 

examine the actual planning process that twk place and is presently taking place in 

the current expansion and development of Dorval intemational Airport. (3) A parallel 

research therne was an exploration into al1 the components that are present in the 

passenger terminal building and the general layout of airports. (4) Lastty, to 

investigate the choice of layout, internal components and configuration of the new 

terminal development at Dorval as well as evaluating these selections in cornparison 

to the theoretical material presented in the thesis. 

In-conjunction with texts, literary works and original documents, qualitative research 

rnethods were used to gain insight into the participatory roles and complex 

interactions of the stakeholders in the planning and development of this expansion 

project. 

The results of the study demonstrated that although Aéroports de Montréal did 

initially stumble in its planning process with reference to social responsibility to its 

community and its partners, they did make strides in constnrçting a planning process 

that included a major substantive element along with the classical rational 

explorations. 

The study also demonstrated the decisions and choices of layout and internal 

configurations are balanced with the type of facility and overall airport system that 

ADM and its parmers envision for the future of Dorval. The practicum introduced 

some recornmendations that can irnprove on the established plans. tt presented 

elements and components that better the physical layout for both the airport user as 

well as seMce providers. 



Foreword 

My "professional" career has allowed me to be a full participant in the daily 

operations at both Montreal airports Dorval and Mirabel. 1 have spent the last five 

years working at the airport in various job functions ranging fiom a check-in agent, 

an aircraft clesner, a ramp agent, an operations agent, and an operationdramp 

supervisor. These duties have allowed me to gain "hands-on" experience and meet 

and speak to many players at al1 levels in the airport environment. The information 

gathered through the past years was an essential part of this practicum. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the f i l  plans as well as the planning 

methodology associated with the planning and redevelopment of the passenger terminal 

building at Dorval Internationd Airport in Montreal, Quebec. Five main questions frame 

the research for ths thesis. (1) What type of terminal layout will the expansion consist 

of? (2) Why was this layout chosen? (3) What planning theory is most prevalent in this 

case study? (4) Who are the main players (majorhinor) in the decision making process? 

(5) What is the overall impact on the passenger terminal as a whole? 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

In the past number of years, the airline transportation industry has changed significantly. 

Globally, the airline hub and spoke system, the commercialization of the passenger 

terminal building, the introduction of the regional jet, air t r a c  control, and airport 

congestion have been the leading factors in the redevelopment attempts at airports. 

Other major factors such as the rapid growth of travelers, the evolving airline demands 

coupled with new non-aviation revenue policies of airports have propelled airport 

planners to corne up with more conternpotary solutions to airpon layouts and designs. 

The Canadian airport landscape is coping with these global issues as well as two other 

major local factors that are forcing the revarnping of Canadian airports. The two issues 

are: (1 ) The privatization of Canadian airports; (2) The Canada4J.S.A. open skies 



agreement. Recently a third issue of one major nationai carrier has changed the future 

development plans of Canadian airports. 

Over the past number of years, Transport Canada the governrnent division that oversaw 

al1 the Canadian airports began to celinquish its administrative duties at the individual 

airport level. These duties have been transfemd to local semi-public authoritative 

entities. This factor itself has thmst the airports into a new market of competition, 

commercialism and unprecedented growth. The role of administration of these airports is 

no longer based solely upon the overseeing of aviation operations, but now includes the 

administration of competitive enterprises within an extremely competitive market. The 

new objective of profit making and growth has changed the outlook of the terminal 

building. 

The second factor, the Canada-U.S.A. "Open skies" agreement has led to a rapid growth 

of routes, airlines and passengers in the Canada-US. transborder market. This agreement 

lifted the restrictions at Canadian airports with regards to new transborder routes, 

individual airline access to Canadian airports, and competition on previousIy 

monopolized routes. This has affected the growth rate of the transborder sector at the 

four main Canadian Airports (Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, and Calgary) as well as 

other airports such as Halifax. 

The Montreal airport system took on a brand new outlook on February 2oh, 1996. On this 

date, an announcement pertaining to the liberalization of all scheduled flights into 



Montreal was made. This cleared the way for the consolidation of al1 scheduled flights 

into Montreal's Dorval Airport. Prior to this decision al1 flights were allocated to either 

Mirabel Airport, or Dorval Airport according to destination. Mirabel handled al1 

international trafic, while Dorval served the domestic and transborder (U.S.) routes. 

This drastic change in the Montreal airport scenario attempted to jumpstart a slumping 

airline industry in Montreal that was increasingly hampered by the two-airport system. 

This system virtually excluded Montreal fiom any international connection trafic. This 

lirnited passenger numbers and airlines serving the Montreal market. 

The airport that is to handle al1 the trafic, Dorval International Airport, is closer to 

Montreal, thus more convenient, however is extremely outdated, and small. Proolems 

therefore anse about the size of the passenger terminal building, the facilities within the 

terminal building, the passenger convenience levels, and the size and nature of the 

population that it will serve. This will lead to questions on the need for expansion, the 

type of expansion, and what results the redevelopment will have on the overall passenger 

terminal building. 

1.3 RESEARCE METBODOLOGY 

To properly analyze the Dorval case study in comparison with the theoretical material 

tabied in the thesis, various research methods were used to accumulate the necessary 

quantitative and qualitative data. Apart fiom the texts, journais, newspapers, and other 

printed material, the Dorval situation was researched via four main avenues. 



Focused interviews (Zeisel 1984, p. 137) were used on four main participants in the 

airport developrnent process. Interviewees included: 

1. Vice President of Planning for Aeroports de Montreal 
2. Two airline General Managers 
3. Manager for Ramp and Airline Services 

Al1 these participants were inteniewed on multiple occasions during the ongoing 

planning process. See Appendix 6 for a detailed list of questions that framed the 

interview sessions. 

Another avenue of information gathering was a participantsbservation study (Zelditch 

62, p.568). In order to observe the conceRIS/actions of the local population Town council 

meetings of neighbouring municipalities were attended. A non-active role o b s e ~ n g  the 

meetings was rnaintained at these sessions. Some non-structured interviews were 

perfonned on the attendees at the conclusion of the meetings. In conjunction with 

persona1 observations a local townspetson was used as an "Informant" (Zelditch 1962, 

p.570) into the local social system. 

Statistical and enurnerative &ta was accumulated via ADM's own user surveys and 

IATA's Global Airport Monitor results (see Appendix 7 for survey results). This 

information was obtained in the interviews with the airport authorities. 

As rnentioned in the foreword, k i n g  an employee at the airport for nurnerous years bas 

allowed for the gathering of valuable information. 



A substantial arnount of the literature on airport planning is outdated and is encompassed 

in literature dedicated to airport engineering andlor architecture. As late starters in this 

field, airport planners must continue to research and provide better insight into airport 

planning processes and development. 

1.4 CHAPTER OUTLINE 

The objective of Chapter 2 is to examine the theories that are involved with airport 

planning. This chapter lists and gives a synopsis of the prevalent planning theories and 

planning procedures that shape modem airports In this section, a theoretical concept is 

assembled that combines the attributes of various models as well as addirional issues that 

are vital to the development of passenger terminal buildings and airport planning in 

general. 

Chapter 3 is a comprehensive investigation of al1 the elernents that are contained within 

an airport passenger terminal building. The objective of the chapter is to introduce to the 

reader to al1 the elements that are present on the airport landscape, more specifically, al1 

the elements and facilities that combine to produce the passenger terminal building. The 

chapter is divided into three (3) broad sections: 

( 1 ) General Airport Planning: This section is an introduction into airport planning. 

It describes the factors, systems, and components that are present in the airport 



landscape. It tùrther sub-divides the levels of airport planning from general 

aviation service, down to precise project level planning and depicts the planning 

issues that arise at each level. 

(2) The Planning of the Passenger Tenninal Building: This section deals solely 

with investigating al1 the elements that are present within the passenger terminal 

building. The section disseminates the different classifications of tenninals, and 

the characteristics of the population using these tenninals. Operational functions 

and relations with the passengers are also described in îhis chapter. Chapter 3 

also depicts the passenger processing stages and space planning at the passenger 

terminal building. 

(3) Terminal Designs: This section lists and analyses the four (4) classic terminal 

layouts. Each design is illustrated and described including the advantages and 

disadvantages of each particular layout. 

Chapter 4 of the practicum is the introduction into the case snidy of Dorval International 

Airport in Montreal. The chstpter begins with a brief histoncal summary of both Dorval 

and Mirabel airports and the general Montreal airpon scenario. 

A facts and figures section lists al1 the specifications of Dorval airport. hcluded in this 

section are listings of the landuses, airpon runway configurations, number of boarding 



gates etc. The section continues with passenger and aircrafi data that is presented in 

cornparison wi th other Canadian and intemational airports. 

Chapter 5 introduces the airport authority, ~eroports de Montreal. The initial section 

describes the administrative structure of ADM; its role, values and mission. The second 

section lists the changes in policy at ADM with regards to the vocation of each of 

Montreal's airport and the effects on Dorval Airport. The first section of the chapter 

describes the decision-making steps and theoretical process that ADM went through in 

developing its master plan for Dorval airport. 

Chapter 6 investigates the physical changes at Dorval. The first section lists the recent 

renovations that have taken place within the terminal building at Dorval. The second 

section of the chapter lias what ADM's actual plans are ranging fiom its involvement on 

a regional level, the programming of its new master plan for Dorval airpon and 

specifications of the cumnt expansion plans (Phase 2). 

Chapter 7 concludes the practicum with a critical analysis and evaluation of the overall 

plan and the actual planning processes as well as recommendations with regards to the 

planning process, the overall redevelopment plan, and the airpon authority. 

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

The focus of this practicum is the redevelopment of the passenger terminal building at 

Dorval International Airport The development of any airport component affects the 



other sectors therefore sections of the practicum do discuss major airpon planning issues 

such as m w a y  development and land-uses, however detaits on these sectors are limited. 



Chapter 2 Airport Planning Theoty 

2.1 CLASSIC AIRPORT PLANNING TEEORY 

One of the major similarities between airport planning and city planning is the 

application of the Rational Comprehensive Theoretical Model as the guiding hmework 

behind the majority of planning decisions. Many theories have evolved challenging the 

rational model. Criticisms and shortcornings of the process are widely publicized, 

however the rational model certainly does have its place in any planning process. 

Perhaps not the dominance and conviction it once possessed over planning, however, it 

remains a significant part. 

"Though planning practice is changing and ment  theories have shown 
sensitivity to many issues which the 'Classical' rational model fails to 
address, this model of what should be done has yet to be supersedeâ" 
(Alexander 1992, p.86). 

This statement reigns true in general u h n  planning practice, and is as evident in the 

airport planning dornain. UnIike general urban planning projects, airport planning is 

guided by domestic and international Mies  that oversee development. As such, some 

type of h e w o r k  is needed in order to "govem" and create standards for the industry. 

This is one of the main factors that has maintained the rational model as the base in 

airport development. Intemationally, airport planning is guided by manuals and 

publications issued by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and 

International Air Transpon Association (IATA), which are partially based on the rational 

model (Dempsey et al. 1997, p.25). In addition to the publications of matenals, these 



organizations and others such as Transport Canada oversee any airport development 

projects in Canada. (The FAA oversees any airport âevelopment projects in the U.S.). 

"In planning rationality implies that a plan, a policy or a strategy for action 
is based upon valid assurnptions, and includes al1 relevant information 
relation to the facts theories and concepts on which it is based" (Levin 
1976, p.225). 

Contemporary publications and policies of al1 major aviation sources are now not limited 

to rational information. Airport planners are constantly working toward the inciusion of 

other planning theories to complement the rational mode1 and provide a better end 

product. 

For explicit pwposes airport planning will be divided into two major factions. The first 

being general airport planning, this includes al1 aspects of the airport and associatecl 

areas. The second is the planning of the terminal building. It is necessary to make the 

distinction between the two elements in order to proprly describe issues and elements 

that are pertinent to only one domain of airport ptanning. In the following text airport 

planning will describe the planning of the airport as a whole and teferences to the 

planning of the passenger terminal building will be Iisted as such. 



Table 1 compares a standard airport planning process (Ashford;Wright 1992) with a 

generic rational process as contextualized by Gerald Hodge (1992, p. 173). 

Table 1 : Cornparison Cbart of Rational and Airport Planning 

Airport Planning Process 1 Rational Planning Process I 
l 

It is evident that the airport planning procedures follow the sarne vein as the rational 

1. Organization and preplanning + 
2. Inventory of existing conditions 
3. Aviation demand forecasts 

process dictates for urban planning. 

1. Identifi problem and articulate goals 
2. Survey community conditions and 

make predictions 

Standard airport planning revolves around the procedural and normative aspects of 

planning theory. Normative aspects reflect questions such as: How do we plan and why 

should we plan. Procedural aspects include questions such as: What do we know about 

how planning takes place and how plans are implemented (Alexander 1992, p. 18). 

4. Requirement analysis and concept 3. Design alternative plans to suit future 
development conditions 

5. Airport site selection 4. Compare and evaluate alternative plans 
6. Environmen 5. Adopt one plan 
7. Simulation 6. Develop a program to implement plan 
8. Airport plan 7. Monitor current trends and review 
9. Plan irnplementation outcome plan 

Exhaustive amounts of airport planning literature are focussed on these aspects, however, 

many airport planners feel that conceming themselves only with these planning domains 

leaves major issues unresolved and produces lackluster final projects. "Some writers have 

challenged the procedural emphasis of planning theoty by saying that it has provided 

explanations and prescriptions which are contentless and contextless" (Darke 1983, p. 16). 



However, the quality of the procedural texts 1s essential in developing a network of 

airports that conform to international and national standards. Acceptability of a project 

by the industry can be judged by means of an investigation into the plamer's procedural 

process and not just the end product. 

Although accepted as a standard by airport planners, the quest for a better measure 

continues. A harsh outlook is given by Richard Deneufville who cites the following 

weaknesses (De Neufville 1976, p.9 1): 

Information requirements are unrealisbc 
Seldom are value preferences known or agreed upon 
It ignores the role of power and other politicai variables 
It assumes the existence of a powerful unitary actor on the applied level 
It makes the assumption that it is possible to accurately forecast demand projection, 

an assumption that has been widely discredited 

A good airport planning procedure can be desçribed as the inclusion of rational analysis, 

social interaction and political context, thus planning with the sensitivity of the airport's 

dynamic environment. This planning procedure would not only involve the skill and 

expertise associated with rational planning but the art and ability to plan within the 

described limits and be responsive to the intricacies of each particular job. 

2.2 ALTERNATIVE TEEORETICAL MODELS 

Dempsey, Goetz and Szliowicz (1 997) in their recent publication cite a number of 

alternative theoretical models that to some degree are being used in airport planning 

projects. One of the theones listed is Allison Graham's Organizational Behavior and 

Bureaucratic Politics (Dempsey et al. 1997, p.473). In this text they describe how the 



decision-maiung process can be split into organizatjonal behavior decisions and 

bureaucratic decisions. The organizationai decisions are based upon the established 

procedures with the individual organization. The bureaucratic side is where the plans 

develop as a result of political bargaining involving both government and non- 

govermental players. This type of dissection of the decision making process is 

especially relevant to airport planning due to the fact that politicians usually are 

proponents or staunch opponents of the pjec t .  As such some decisions may end up 

being played out in the political arena more so than the proper organizational structure in 

place for the project. 

This leads to Harold Linstone's project analysis. He States it is necessary to analyze any 

project on three levels: (1) A technical level (rational model); (2) An organizational 

model (organizational model, incrementdism, and bureaucratic politics); (3) Personal, 

cognitive models on the bais of values, beliefs and the minciset of actors (Dempsey et al. 

1997, p. 473). 

Two of the planning theories that play roles in airport development are Charles 

Lindblom's Disjointed Incrementalism and Amatai Etozioni's Mixed Scanning 

Approach. in  the Incremental Theory planners only develop a few possible strategies 

never straying very far from the precedent. 

"Because of budgetary constraints, plans and decisions makers can not 
consider al1 possible alternatives in the process and instead engage in 
making 'successive Iimited comparisons' by a bmch method based on 
previous related experiences"(Dempsey et al. 1997, p. 472). 



Amatai Etozioni's Mixed Scanning Approach scans the environment in order to divide 

issues into two decision making levels. The lower level fields don? require indepth 

analysis, saving t h e  and effort. The focus is retained to produce indepth analysis on a 

smaller number of "higher lever issues (Alexander 1991, p.56; Dempsey et al. 1997, 

p.473). Both of these theories are quite evident in airport development. Al1 the 

commercial airport termids in the world can be categorized into only 4 terminal 

concepts. This demonstrates that while certain issues are dealt with in an exhaustive 

manner, many design features are only slightly modified fiom project to project (see 

figure 1). 

Figure 1 : Airport Layout Corn parisons 

1. Kansas City International (MCI) 
!. Dallas Fort Worth @FW) 

3ources: United Airlines 1999; Delta Airlines 1999; DFW intl airport; MC1 intl.Airport. 



2.3 SUBSTANTIVE TEEORY IN AJRPORT PLANNING 

An extremely important aspect of terminal planning is the elaboration of the Substantive 

category of planning. Substantive planning is concemed with what do Ive hnow about 

what we are planning for and whom we are planning for (Alexander 1991, p.7). This type 

of planning bases itself on an in-depth analysis of the subject. 

This form of comprehensive analysis, into what and whom we are planning for, is 

essential in order to develop a terminal that serves the type of passengers that are using 

that airport. Distinguishing between transit passengers and originating/aniving 

passengers is as important as knowing the volume of passengers. Different types of 

passengers utilize different areas and components within the terminal building, thus 

placing pressure on different links in the system. Designing a terminal complex that is 

incompatible with the type of passengers using the airport can lead to serious processing 

and flow problems within the terminal system. 

As a result, it is of utmost importance to know whom you are designing the terminal 

building for. What are the characteristics of these users? Can they be properly 

accommodated within the system? Another range ont0 which substantive planning is 

necessary is the understanding and adjustments according to local population issues such 

as culture, civic pride, local customs etc. Generic development processes don't take into 

account such distinctions, however, the overall acceptance and evaluation of a project do 

rely heavily on a positive overall perception from the user population, travelers and locals 

alike. 



In a continuance of who we are planning for, aviation forecasting plays a major role in 

the quantitative side of airport development. Forecasting volume and demand for service 

in the cyct ical industry is extremely dificuit even with modem technological aids. Over 

reliance on forecasts could lead to design shortcomings or misplaced funds. What may 

occur are expansive, overbuilt, undemed and inefficient terminais. Taking into account 

this and other major uncertain variables, the airport planning process as well as the 

terminal building design must remain flexible. 

2.4 FLEXlsILlTY iN AIRPORT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

As noted by Dempsey, Goeq and Szyliowicz in the discussion of Denver International 

Airport (DIA) flexi bility in the airport planning process is no easy task. "DIA and 

airports in general are inherently inflexible due to the high capital cost, long lead times, 

centralization, technical orientation and alignrnent of interest coalitions" (Dempsey et al. 

i 997, p.476). The rational theory does little to incorporate flexibility in the process and 

this may be one of its major flaws for airport planning. Additions to the planning process 

such as feedback loops or stages where new significant data may k introduced in order 

to influence the actual development can dramatically shed this inflexible stigma. Another 

solution may be an increase in the number of checkpoints to re-evaluate the scope of the 

project at certain stages. 

Dempsey, Goetz and Szyliowicz, include an excellent qwte that captures the essence of a 

flexible process. 

"When discrepant information begins to accumulate that challenges the 
assumptions on which the original project was based, the project should be 



re-evaluated and new decisions reached about its critical elements" 
(Dempsey et al. 1997, p.486). 

Instituting adaptability and flexibility into a terminal design concept is a major hurdle in 

airport terminal development. Dempsey, Goetz, and Szyliowicz cite Evans and Stigler in 

introducing more definite concepts of flexibility and adaptivity. Adaptivity represents a 

one-time change within an organization that permits it to function more effectively in 

new conditions. Flexibility is described as a more dynarnic concept allowing continuing 

adjustments in constantly changing conditions (Dempsey et al. 1997, p.474 ) 

Inherently, due to the nature of airports and the aviation industry in general, Efexibility 

rather than adaptivity would be preferred. A further dissection of flexibility is given as 

follows (see table 2): 

Table 2: Types of Flexibility 

1. Robust- Degree onto which an organization is prepared to fwiction afier king subject 
to unanticipated events. 

2. Hedging- Defensive strategy minimizing negative impacts from environment by 
building in redundancy and back up systems. 

3. Resiliency- Ability of an organization to function afier having been subject to 
unanticipated events. 

4. Corrigibility- Ability to leam fiom and adapt to new conditions. 
I 1 1 &2 Anticipatory 

[3&4 Reactive 
1 

(Dempsey et al. 1997,p.474) 

In designing a terminal, airport planners have an understanding of the types of obstacles 

and developments that can occur in the industry. As a result anticipatory measures are 

usually instituted to some degree. The unforeseen troubles are the ones that usuaIly 

sabotage a project. The importance must lie with the plannefs ability to design a 



terminal that can be somewhat cross-utilized to accept and deal with unanticipated 

conditions. 

The ultimate goal must be an understanding of the industry, its players, and its quirks. 

Therefore, planning not only for today, but putting in place mechanisms that will allow 

the terminal building to accommodate, evolve and expand (if necessary) with the airline 

industry . 

A key to a successfiil airport is the inclusion of a continual planning process. The 

planning of the airport cannot stop once construction is complete. If research is done 

routinely, the life span and efficiency of the airport can be extended. This c m  be 

accomplished by monitoring the activities and manipulating the airport structure to 

respect and accommodate the changes. These changes can be an increase in demand, 

technology, percentages of comecting trafic etc. 

"The airport plamer who is required to anticipate conditions 10 to 15 
years it the fuhire, must often reson to guesswork. Even if the guess is 
correct initially, conditions change and result in a mismatch between 
terminal architecture and the trafic to be sewed. To guard against this, 
airport planners now tend to favor flexible designs that can be expanded 
modularly or offer the opportunity for low-cost, simple modifications as 
future circumstances might demand (Wells 1992, p. 153). 

2.5 THE TERMiNAL PLANNING PROCESS 

The terminal planning process can be divided into four stages: 1. Programming, 2. 

Concept Development, 3. Schematic Design, 4. Design Development (Horonjeff and 

McKelvey 1994, p.447). 

1. Programming 



This stage encompasses the initial introduction into the project. For any tenninal 

development the goals are functionality, flexibility, and convenience. This stage 

defines the objectives of the particular project with respect to these general goals. 

Other main components of this phase are the project scope and the rationale. This 

stage also involves the establishment of preliminary schedules, capital and operating 

costs and the initial space requirement program (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, 

p.448). 

2. Concept Development 

tn this stage the space program developed in the programming stage are allocated in a 

general way to the terminal cornplex. At this phase, the main type of terminal concept 

is decided upon. The characteristics of the terminai building are developed. ûther 

essential planning decisions such as degree of centrality for services are decided 

(Horonjeff and McKeIvey 1994, p.466). 

3. Schematic Design 

in this step the terminal begins to take fom. The many components that make up a 

terminal building are given general location and site. The hnctional relationships 

between the components are anaiyzed. The size of the facility is determined with 

regards to the desired level of convenience (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.481). A 

main element of this phase is an initial examination into the passenger and baggage 

flows within this pre-built terminal. Cornputer simulation can be uscd to demonstrate 

the potentid problem areas. 



4. Design Developrnent 

The schematic ideais are refined into detailed plans. The exact sizing of the facility 

and its components are established. The plans evolving from this stage are the ones 

sent for acceptance from the necessary authorities. Details on the capital budget, and 

operating costs are established. 

A detailed list of the decisions made in the schematic and design level is given by Jeff 

Horonjeff and McKelvey (1994, p.448): 

Processing cost per passenger 
Walking distances for various types of passengers 
Passenger delays in processing 
Occupancy levels and degree of congestion 
Aircraft maneuvenng delay and costs 
Airuafi fuel consurnption in maneuvering between runways and terminais 
Construction costs 
Administration, operating and maintenance wsts 
Potential revenue sources and the expected level of revenue from each 

2.6 SYNOPSIS OF AIRPORT PLANNiNC THEORY 

To place these theones in perspective, the rational theory although limite4 is certainly a 

reliable frarnework ont0 which we can build a contingent theory that combines 

"operational prescriptions with situational realism"(A1exander 199 1, p.57). In the airport 

planning field, the rational theory manuals can provide a prescriptive eiement however, 

more ernphasis must be placed on the actors involved, the decision team and the 

situational context. The introduction of flexibility (to allow for the cyclical changes in 



the business to be properly deatt with) and an inpssion into to the substantive (to be 

properly informed), are essentials to proper airport and terminal planning. 



Chapter 3 A Compendium of Airport Components 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter three is an introduction into the fundamentals of airport plans and planning. The 

chapter presents the theoretical material that is associated with airport and terminal 

planning. The chapter begins with an introduction to the key elements of airport 

planning. It then explores airport planning at a macro regional level and nanows its focus 

to the planning of the passenger terminal building. At this stage it investigates the 

varying types of characteristics and intemal components that the passenger terminal 

encornpasses. The final section of the chapter Iists and describes the four physical 

layouts that model al1 passenger terminal buildings. 

3.2 GENERAL AIRPORT PLANNING 

3.2.1 Key Elernents of Airport Planning 

Al1 airport terminal-planning operations can be incorporated into one of two major 

categories: physical planning or operational planning. A third element in the planning 

structure is the t h e  element. Due to the nature of the airline business and on-time 

performance, the time element is fixed therefore modifications must lie within the 

physical or operational elements. Physical planning is comprised of the terminal design, 

general layout and size of facility. Operational planning includes al1 activities within the 

terminal building (human and mechanical), as well as the tùnctions and flows within the 

terminal building. Understanding and planning in accordance to operational activities is 

the most important step towards an accepted and efficient airport design. 



A barrage of systems and intetests intersect at the terminal complex: 

Physical systems; landside, airside elements compete for landuses. 
r Passengers, airlines, and airport managerdoperators compete for systems and 

physical form that best services their needs. 
Economic goals vs, passenger convenience also play a major role in sizinr: 
and iayout of the facility. 

"The role of the planner is to detemine the relations between passengers 
convenience and cost throughout the terminal's life and find, for any level 
of convenience, the plan that costs the least, or, for any level of cost, the 
plan that provides the rnost convenience." (Elek and Bienhaker 1972, 
p.323) 

A major influencing factor in the design of the terminal complex is the interface of both 

landside and airside functions at this bcation. Landside functions include; land 

transportation, road network, parking, pedestrian access to building, and availability of 

curb space. Airside functions include al1 aircraft operations and requirements, taxiways, 

runways, aprons, and gates. The airside network has a larger space requirement ihan the 

landside element, therefore there is a geometric conflict at the confluence of these two 

systems, which is the terminal building. A goal of airport planning is to design an 

efficient and seamless passenger flow between the landside and airside elements via the 

passenger terminal building. However, there is a fine Iine in the degree of 

interdependence of these three systems (landside, terminai and airside). A level of 

integration is desired, however, the flexibility for expansion of one element without 

physically affecting the o k r  two elements is necessary in order to lirnit economic costs 

and efficiency in the future. The different terminal concepts have corne about fiom the 

attempts at designing the most appropriate system for present and funire needs of the 



The essence of layout designs lies within the function and flow element of airport 

planning. The operational side of airports can benefit or be hampered by the overall 

layout of the terminai building. in analyzing the terminal functions and flows we may be 

able to alter the operational systems within the already built environment creating a more 

suitable and eficient operational system. This could be an important factor in deciding 

the future plans for an airport. 

Operational activities are affected by such elements as type of passenger flow 

(originating, terminating, and in-transit) as well as the actual nurnber of passengers. A 

task of the planner is to organize the functional elements of the terminal building to 

accommodate the type of passengers that are readily using that particular airport. 

Understanding and respecting the characteristics of the actual operation is key to laying 

out a terminal that is responsive to the needs of the parties represented in the airport 

environment. 

Characteristics such as type of passengers, number of passengers, number of airlines 

serving the site, govement customs/ immigration processes, facility costs and passenger 

convenience, can be translated directly to the type of terminal design. Therefore, 

function and flow can and should be leading factors in designing tenninals and 

determining the actual size of the teminal. Planning from the inside out is the 

appropriate method in this domain. 



The element of airport planning that is a definite requirement to produce a "good" or 

successful airport is the allowance of flexibility within the terminal system. Although 

very intense forecasting systems are cunently used for analyzing airpon activities, the 

future remains unpredictable to a certain extent. An airport designed solely as a "hub" 

(for the use of transiting passengers) may encounter some major physical obstacles if this 

scenario is altered and the airport is removed fiom the national hub systern of a particular 

airline. In order to avoid such catastrophic planning practices, flexibility within the 

network is essential. Flexibility can be evident in many forms: number of gates available, 

types of gates, proctssing of passengers, as well as the flexibility of the total system 

between the three major elements of the airports system (landside, terminal, airside). 

With flexibility in place an airport can be "rebom" and expand its effective lifespan by 

means of the original planner's vision not to control the futufe but to plan accordingly. 

A break down of the general airpon planning domain can be divided into three levels of 

concentration. These are the System Planning Level, The Master Planning Level, and 

The Project Planning Level (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p. 186). 

3.2.2 The System Level 

The System Level encompasses an analysis of the aviation facilities required by a large 

geographical area. This is an overview of what the total aviation service will be for an 

entire am, how this service will be provided, and where the secvice will be provided 



This is an evaluation of aviation transportation on a macrolevel. Proper investigation at 

this stage requires input and participation h m  numerous variables. These variables may 

include political representation fiom a national and provincial level as well as local 

authorities fiom a wide-ranging area Other elements studied at this level include the 

road transportation network, geographical development trends, population analysis etc. 

Although not affected by the imrnediate workings of the airport(s), the aviation 

infrastructure will be used by a wide ranging public and therefore an attempt to include 

al1 parties at this introductory stage should be made. 

In areas that encompass multiple airports, the establishment of the roles of each 

individual airport must be done in order to institue a harmonious aviation system. 

3.2.3 The Master Plan Level 

The Master Plan is a concept of the ultirnate development for the specific airport 

(Homonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p. 186). Al1 uses and elements that are part of the 

airport and or directly physically affected by the airport are included at this stage. 

As mentioned previously, there are three distinct categorical separations within an 

individual airport system: The landside, the terminal building, and the airside. Landside 

elements include; land transportation (public, private), the road network, parking 

facilities, pedestrian access to the texminal building, and the access curb (the latter two 

usually being included in the terminal building category as well). The airside functions 

include al1 elements that deal with the movement and maneuvering of aireraft. This 



includes al1 taxiways, ninways, aprons and docking gates. Also included in this are cargo 

areas, hangars and technical facilities deding with the aviation operations. 

When dealing with the master plan, other land use elements must also planned for. 

Included in this are general aviation areas, industrial and commercial areas within the 

airport limits as weIl as bordering areas. Existing neighbouring residential zones and 

residential expansion areas are crucial elements to the rnaster planning process. 

These issues can be translated into 4 components that guide the layout of the facility. 

1. Airport layout - configuration of ninways, taxiways. 
2. Land uses - Designation of areas for the terminal building, maintenance, commercial 

buildings, ground access, industrial sites and noise buffer zones. 
3. The Terminal Area- land and airside. 
4 Airport Access - privatetpublic. (Wells 1992, p. 108) 

The main goal of an airpon is to operate at mrtvimurn efficiency at ail sectors of the 

airport. Maximum efficiency is also sought at the linkage points within the threc systems 

(landside, airside, and terminal) in order to maintain capacity throughout the airport. If 

capacity at the terminal building is less than the capacity of the airside system the entire 

system remains undercapacity in order to reduce delays. A single element that is 

inadequate holds the whole airpon network hostage. Analysis of the interaction of these 

elements is necessary in determining the combination and size of the facilities that best 

serve the heterogeneous, fluctuating trafic (Denefiille 1976, p. 169). 

The airport master plan rmst inchde the following elernems as compiled by Walter Han 

( 1985, p.9). 



1. Complete documentation of existing and proposed airport development supported 
by trafic forecasts. 

2. An airport layout plan. 
3. A land use plan incorporating land-use compatibility showing effects and 

consequences on the environment. 
4. Airport noise cornpatibility program. 

In order to achieve these four simple goals many studies and analyses must take place to 

properly prepare a master plan that is current as well as validated by suficient data. 

An extremely important starting point in airport planning is a report on the inventory that 

is occupying the existing airport site. Identification of these facilities as well as an 

accurate description of the real usage is irnperative. The collection of socioeconornic and 

demographic data, such as population, employment, industrial and commercial activities, 

and land uses for the service area of the airport are valuable in the demand forecasting as 

well as in predicting the consequences of the development. 

Forecasting remains one of the most important pre-construction studies for airport 

planning. Modern techniques can relate demand to a number of social, economic, and 

technological factors that etXect air travel (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p. 189). Once 

a forecast is complete, an analysis of capacity and delay as well as geometric and other 

standards goveming the design of airports provides data for detemining the extent of the 

required facilities. At this point the planner has the first approximations of the overall 

size and shape of the new project and can begin with impact analysis on the sunounding 

land uses, the environment and the infrastnicture (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p. 192). 



The ability of the airport access roads to mesh within the existing road network is 

essential in assuring an optimal level of accessibility for al1 users. This can dramatically 

reduce the costs associated with consûucting an extended new road network at the same 

time as the building of the airport itself Redevelopment of the neighboring road network 

to accommodate the increase in traffic is standard practice. 

The land use planning of the airport area is a major variable in deciding the actual 

location of terminals, cargo areas etc. Two types of zoning are effective within the 

airport vicinity; height and hazard. These are used in order to protect the approaches to 

the runways. The land uses include aviation locdes and land dedicated to non-aviation 

uses. 

Collaboration between the airport plamers and the plamers of the adjacent municipalities 

is essential in assuring mutual acceptance of projects as well as ensuring compatible uses 

on either side of the airport boundary. The airport master plan and the municipal master 

plans and policies must be in hamiony. 

Environmental impact assessments have become an essential part of airport development. 

In addition to the obvious noise level standards, air and water quality issues have come to 

the forefront in airport development. More stringent regdations in acceptable noise levels 

and new modem quieter aircraft have reduced noise contours significantly (see appendix 

5 for information pamphlet on noise regulatioas). 



The inclusion of aII members of the community (citizens, organizations, special interest 

groups etc.) during the planning process helps alleviate the perception that the planning 

authorities are attempting to pass a development project that will negatively affect them. 

Secrecy can create the misconception of deceitfid planning practices. This is something 

that should be dealt with in order to create an aura of a community project fiom which al1 

can benefit. 

3.2.4 The Project Planning Level 

In this particular case, the Project is the development of the terminal building. This is 

covered in the foilowing section. 

3.3 THE PLANNING OF THE PASSENGER TERMINAL 

Walter Hart (1985, p.35) contextualizes the overall goals and objectives of the passenger 

terminal. 

1. Aircraft must operate with maximum efficiency at terminal gates, on apron îaxilanes, 
and at entering and exiting points of the runwayttaxi system. 

2. Flow of originating, tenninating and transfemng passengers, baggage and vehicles 
mut  be uncomplicated, with the shonest distances possible and least number of 
horizontal and vertical movements. 

3. Plans must have expansion capabilities to accommodate growth in passenger and 
baggage volumes and growth in overall apron fiontage. 

4. Plan must provide for future changes in trafic characteristics such as a change fonn 
mostly originating (+75%) to an increase in tramfer (+30%). 

5. Plan must provide for an increase in vehicular tmffic and for changes in ground WC 
distribution. 

6. Plan mut  provide maximum opportunities for efficient use of staff and equipment. 
7. Plan mut  be cost effective. 



These goals are extremely simplifiai and require intense studies to achieve and match the 

conditions set out by these objectives. The foliowing is a break down of the studies and 

steps in a terminai design process. 

The majority of terminal development projects as well as general airport development 

project work within a 20-35 year planning horizon. This allows for estimates in travel 

demand to be incorporated within the current study. Other approximations and estimates 

for the time h m e  include airline aircrafi fum orders for the first five years of the plan, 

Accurate approximations for the next tive years c m  be made fiom this data. Prototype 

aircraft are likely to see service in the second ten years of the plan (Beinhaker 1972, 

p.85). 

The projection of the demand for air travel is an e m m e i y  important stage in the terminal 

development. The nurnbers that are accnted fiom this study set the guidelines and 

framework on which the overall airport faciIity and the passenger terminal design are 

based. Over-reliance on unsubstantiated or erroneous data can lead to over-development. 

Forecasts are usually prepared to reflect three possible future scenarios. These would 

include low, medium and high projects for passenger travel. Two measures are used to 

identiS, passenger volumes and types. Annual passenger volumes are accumulated for 

preliminary sizïng of the terminal building. The second masure used is a detailed hourly 

volume. These nurnbers are used to m a t e  a typical-peak hour volume scenario. This 

volume is usually in the range of O.O3-û.M% of the annual volume (Horonjeff and 



McKelvey 94, p.44 1 ), but is significantly affected by the scheduling practices and fleet 

mix of the airlines. 

The fluctuation in passenger and aircraft WIC throughout the day is the most di ficult 

challenge for airpon planners. Modem technology through computer simulation allows 

us to investigate the effects of layouts on operational systems and monitor flow 

throughout the entire network. This allow for changes to designs pior to the actual 

construction, an opportunity that saves the hi@ cost of redesign once construction has 

begun. 

When discussing the flow and operating systems, many of the problems occur only at 

peak hours and are not relevant for the majority of the day. Therefore, we are faced with 

the issue of what we should we plan for. Do we plan to accommodate the capacity at peak 

hour, resulting in inefficient use of space and system elernents for h e  remainder of the 

day? Do we plan to accommodate 80% of the peak hour numhrs hoping to reduce 

ineficiency? Or do we plan for the median daily numbers etc.? Urganizing our planning 

efforts and understanding the planning goals can regulate many system problems as well 

as provide a lead on how to alleviate some of the problems that our design can create. 

P.H. Beinhaker (1972, p.89), breaks down the projections into three categories. The 

distinctions of these categones are important to allocate tesources to the appropriate 

stations in the terminal. These distribute the quantitative aspects of the travel demand. 

r Originating departure forecasts which are related to ground transportation 
needs. 



Enplaned times two (2), forecasts which include dl the originating/destination 
passengers plus passengers on co~ecting flights. 
Amving and deparhng forecasts which includes al1 enplaned plus passengers 
on same aircraft in and out. 

Analysis of what type of psenger uses the terminal is important at this stage. The types 

of passengers Le. originating or connecting are of utmost importance since the varied 

srpes place pressure on different components in the system. 

Table 3 demonstrates how different passenger loads affiect different sîations/components 

within the terminal system. 

Table 3: Demand for Passenger Services 

Source: Horonjeff and McKeIvey 1994, p.443. 



3.3.1 Facility Classification 

In order to p h  appropriately the planner must plan for the operations that take place in 

that particular locale. As mentioned previously the type of passenger is as important as 

the amount of passengers. The following is a bief description of the different types of 

facilities (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.442). 

Originating/Terminating Station: 70 to 90% of total passengers, High level of 
processing. High demand for parking, ticket counters, and baggage claims. 
Transfer Stations: High percentage of comecting passengers. Focus on 
concowses and inter gate access, flow circumvents main terminal area. 
Through Station: High percentage of originating passengers on aircrafi 
originating at another destination. Less passenger service facilities than at an 
originating station. Smaller departute lounges. 

3.3.2 Intransit Passengers 

Transit passengers usually don't have an alternative but to proceed in the manner of a 

regular amval passenger and then proceed as a regular departing passenger. Some newer 

airports have provided a system to better the transiting procedures of passengers. As 

transiting passengers provide a major percentage of trafic at some airports, the treatment 

of these passengers is essential to maintaining that airport as a prîmary choice of the 

travelling public. Busier international airports provide lounges for passengers without the 

proper travel visa/documents to enter the country in which they are travelling througfi on 

route to another country. Vancouver International has maintained itself as a gateway to 

Southeast Asia by providing an almost unimpeded transit process for internationa1 

passengers (Hughes 1996, p.9). 

As mentioned earlier flows of d e r  passengers and baggage are becoming a very 

important contemporary planning issue. As the "Spoke and Hub" system becomes the 



nom around the industry, the planning of the hubs must pay pariicular attention to the 

role of the transfer or connecting passengers. Some airports boast up to 80% transfer 

passengers. [f these airports are designed to operationally process originating and 

teminating passengers, the physicat layout might not properly serve the majority of the 

passengers. 

Terminating and originating passenger Aows c m  be viewed as vertical systems running 

frorn landside to airside. A transfer passenger system may be viewed as moving 

horizontally. An unaccornmodating system might force the passenger to move along the 

vertical teminating system, then horizontally through the terminal building and once 

again vertical as an originating passenger. This is a time wnsuming process as well as 

inefficient, fistrating and inconvenient for the passenger. 

3.3.3 Processing Stages 

The main goal of the terminal building is to transfer passengers and baggage from the 

landside to airside and vice versa. The passenger terminal encloses al1 the functions and 

systems that enable this flow of passengers and baggage. This results in flows and 

systems through al1 the h e e  elements as well as some functions that are exclusive to 

individual elements. Each station in the processing of passengers departing and arriving 

is described beIow. 

3.3.3.1 Departure Level 

Access Curb 



This is the primary access point for the rnajonty of the passengers and people entering the 

airport terminal. There is usually a fairly quick tum around time for the unloading of the 

passengers and baggage. An estirnate of 1 to 2 minutes per pnvate auto is given (taxis 

can be included in this time estimate). Buses and limousines are estimated at 5 to 15 

minutes for offloading (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.448). The actual layout of the 

curb is dependent on the amount of trafic and types of vehicles. Many curbs surpass the 

actual fiontage of the terminal building. Busier centres can implement systems of 

dedicated lanes; either privatel pubtic separation or departingl arriving split. Vertical 

separation for individual activities is also common. 

The Terminal Lobby Area 

As the first sight upon entering the airport the teminal lobby is usually aesthetically 

appealing and architects dedicate a lot of time to this main area. The main function of the 

lobby area is to process the passengers and baggage. This is done at the individual 

airlines check-in counters. This area should provide ample space for queuing as well as 

passenger and visitor movement about the terminal. 

The role of the terminal lobby area is quite different in the Canadian context fiom its U.S 

counterpart. As Canadian regulations permit only passengers into the concourses and 

gate areas, the passenger terminal lobby area becomes the focal point of any Canadian 

airport. This results in the majority of commercial and other services king provided at 

this location. It also concentrates a large percentage of the passengers in this area m i l  

shortly pior to departure. The US. system allows for well-wishers and passengers alike 



to proceed into the gate areas, thus increasing the arnount of people in these areas, 

providing a better economic threshold for the introduction of commercial activities. This 

can also reduce the amount of time spent in the terminal lobby area as well as the need 

for such expansive lobby areas. 

Security Screening 

Different terminal types and configuration have the security screening at different points 

in the terminal. This stage usually consists of x-ray machines and operators who 

individually check al1 ticketed passengers prior to access to the concourses and gate areas 

(Many U.S. airports allow well-wishers into gate areas upon screening). Many older 

airport were designed prior to the implementation of screening check-points, therefore 

rcsulting in a paor location for the check-points resulting in an impediment to passenger 

trafic. 

U.S. Customs and Immigration Pre-clearance 

This is a stage that provides entrance into the US. prior to departure rather than going 

through the procedures once arrived in the U.S.. Al1 major Canadian airports have this 

service in place. The implementation of the system ad& the requirement of having a 

sterile area at the access gates for U.S. bound aircraR This forces the airpon authorities 

to dedicate a certain amount of space and gates for the exclusive use of U.S. bound 

passengers usually refened to as transborder passengers. 

Departure Lounges 



Lounges are Iocated in immediate proximity to the aircrafi. They are used to 

accommodate and seat passengers while waiting to board the aircrafi. The ticket lifi 

function and the boarding of the aircraft via the "bridge" or boarding device is Iucated at 

this point. Sizes and functions of the iounges are again dependent of the type of airport 

terminal system in place. Comrnon lounges used for several gates provide service while 

reducing the space requirements of individual gate lounges. 

3.3.3.2 Arrivals Level 

Arriva1 Lounges/Corridors 

The arriving passengers usually enter the airport terminal at the departure lounge. 

Depending on the type of flight hv ing ,  (Intemationai, Transborder, or Domestic) 

separatian of the amving and departing passengerç may be cequired. If so the 

departurdaniving lounge provides an isolated passage for the arriving passengers to 

proceed to the Canadian Customs and Immigration location. This eliminates contact with 

depaning passenger and ensures aIl arriving passengers pass through the proper 

processing. 

Baggage Claim Area 

The size of this facifity is dependent on the type of aircraft serviced and the amount of 

flights arriving within a short time interval. Once again, segregated baggage daim 

facilities mut  be used for international and transborder flights. Domestic baggage claim 

may allow access for well-wishers into the baggage carrousel area. Issues such as 

exclusive belts add more space requirements to the area and can cause inefficient use of 

beIts due to lack fiights arriving by individuai airlines. Sharing of belts for multiple 



flights can lead to some confusion arnongst passengers attempting to retrieve their bags 

and can cause added congestion in the area due to the increased t h e  factor to retrieve 

baggage. 

3.3.4 Analysis of  Operational Functions and Flows 

A main duty of the airport planner is to understand and plan for actual operational 

circurnstances. As previously mentioned, the fiows of airline passengers can be 

categorized as originating, terminating, and transfer passengers. The flow of anyone of 

the systerns can be enhanced or hampered by the physical layout of the terminal building. 

The expression "a chain is only as strong as its weakest link" is quite appropriate in this 

scenario. A passenger who is stalled at any one of the stations/components will be 

annoyed at the whole process. Physical layouts that impede flows usually occur due to a 

misunderstanding or lack of knowledge about the flows and processes of a system prior 

to construction. "A proper airport system m u s  provide good service to most of the people 

and acceptable service to all" (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.332). 

An example of a physical constraint on a passenger flow is the U.S. Immigration and 

Custorns processing system at Dorval Airport in Montreal (see figure 1 ). Prior to the 

recent renovations passengers would check their baggage through U.S. Customs located 

behind the individual airline check-in counters (1). Once this initial check was complete, 

passengers would proceed back into the general terminal area and walk a distance to the 

security check- point (2). Once through secunty, passengers would pass through U.S. 

Immigration (3) and then through a second U.S. Customs station located after a duty free 



shop (4). This layout caused passagers to queue at four separate 1ocaiio11~ as well as 

having extended walking distances. 

Figure 2: U.S. Pre-Clearance Ptocedures 

Source: ADM1997 

Figure 3: Post Re-development U.S. Prwlearance Procedum 

Source: ADM 1999 



When airport renovations were complete the process was simplified to dlow a better flow 

and less individual stations. All the elements of the U.S. Customs and Immigration were 

maintained but combined into a single stop (see figure 2). 

Once a passenger is checked in at the airline counter they immediately proceed into a 

corridor leading to the U.S. Customs and Immigration processing Centre. The processing 

station is centralized (dl passengers regardless of airline) unlike the original step of the 

old system. The passenger maintains their baggage until fully processed by U.S. 

Immigration and Customs. Once passed through the two steps, passengers place their 

baggage ont0 the outgoing baggage belt. The passenger only waits in line pnor to the 

initial step and then filters through the entire process. 

While improving the passenger flow, the new layout also improved the baggage flow. In 

the old system if a passenger was refused entry into the U.S. at the Immigration station 

(3"'stop in the original process), their baggage was already loaded ont0 the aircraft that 

they were supposed to fly on. An airline rarnp agent would then be required to physically 

search each bag tag ta locate and expedite the baggage in question off the aircrafi. This is 

a tirne consuming process and usually results in a departure delay. 

In the new system the passenger maintains possession of their baggage until fully 

processed at which time they deposit their baggage ont0 the onload belt. As a result of 

this modification the baggage flow is also improved 



Improvements in the physical facilities can usually relieve problems, however, at some 

airports this is not a viable option and other methods must be utilized. Flow in al1 

aspects of the airport environment can be improved by relatively simple means. Some 

example are listed below: 

Zncreasing the amount of check- in counters in operation, or increasing the 
number of Customs processing agents is a basic alteration but can carry high 
operating costs. 
Having a check-in counter that solely deals with longer more complicated 
tickets allowing a smoother flow for the remainder of the passengers in the 
queuing lines. 
Ensuring maximum fiontage and easy access on arrival baggage carrousels. 
Enforcing offlonloading time limits on airport access roads, providing more 
space for added cars. 
Appropriately located signage with gate information, airtine locales, and 
departure and arrival times. 

Improved and updated information can inform passengers of changes in gates and delays 

as well as inform well-wishers of updated arrival times. If this information is available 

from outside sources such as computer terminais or telephones it can limit the amount of 

time spent in the tenninal waiting needlessly. Long delays especially on international 

flights (larger aircrafi, more passengers, and more well-wishers) can inundate the services 

in the passenger terminai building. If the delay is forecasted and passengers have the 

means to retrieve the information, they will postpone their amval at the terminal building 

to a more appropriate time. Similarly, conveniently located and appropnately designed 

waiting halls can ensure passengers don't walk around endlessly and congest the 

remainder of the terminal. Locating display screens in these areas is essential. 



3.3.5 Passenger Service b e l s  

The forecasting relays the passenger information quantitatively. ïhe terminal planner 

must then translate this information qualitatively. This is regarded as the level of service 

provision. Since there are no set standards for the level of service, the local airport 

plamers must decide what type of system they intend to provide to the travelling public. 

Areas of concem include walking distances, space per passengerldensity of crowds, 

processing time, queuing times and types of queues etc. The end result becomes a 

cost/benefit analysis. The costs can be evaluated not only in an economic cost, but also 

as a convenience level for the passengers. An exrunple of an imposed convenience level 

would be specifying that 90% of the people won? experience an inconvenience worse 

than the represented by that standard (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.366). 

The convenience level issue is contentious in that the three main players are against each 

other. The perspectives of the l.airlines, 2.the passengers and 3.the airport authorities 

Vary widely with regards to this issue. Priorities for the airlines are in on-time departures, 

allocation of personnel, minimizing airport costs and profitability, The passenger seeks 

completion of mp at lowest cost, minimum delay and maximum convenience, minimal 

congestion, shortest distance to piane, aircraft delay times. The airport authorities seek to 

". . . provide a modem airpon facility which meets aidine and passenger objectives in 

harmony with expectations of the communi~ (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.446) 

while minimizing the costs of the terminal, capital and operating. Different levels of 

convenience will be present at various components of the terminal system . Components 

deemed more crucial to the operational system may have an infiated level of 



convenience. The overall balance of the objectives becornes a guiding factor in the 

terminal design. 

The costs of the tenninal building are easily quantifie4 however the convenience factors 

aren't as readily given a doilar figure to compare (see figure 4). Ewnoniic costs iicclude 

capital, operating costs of the airport as well as the individual airlines. The players must 

trade-off indrvidual objectives in order to create the "best" complex with the limit 

resources. (financial, terminal space, land, etc,) A costhenefit analysis is umally 

undertaken wiîh any controversial planning issues. 

Figure 4 Impact of the Number of Check-in Counten on Passenger time. 

1 

Source: Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994,p.447 

The pIayers that participate in ahport coastniction are identical to tbat of any major chic 

project: the architects, the engineers, the public, the politicians and the pIamers. Without 



being too stereotypical, the main focal points of each group are quite different. The 

architect seeks an elaborate rnix of appealing and monumental fixtures along with the 

focus of aesthetics rather than practicality. The engineers seek simplicity of design and 

"straight lines" for servicing purposes. " The diversity and complexity of their pragmatic 

desires inherently clash with aesthetic preferences for simplicity of concept and form" 

(Hart 1985, p. 103). The planner must attempt to create a balance between the needs of the 

population using the facility and the economics that play a major role in airport 

development. 

". . . we didn't want an architect's dream and a passenger's nightmare. The 
real beauty of this terminal is how wetl the systems are designed to work 
and beaer serve the passengers who will be using it." (Deiter Bergt in 
Scolof 1997, p.66) 

Authorities such as ICAO, IATA, Transport Canada, arid the FAA institute a certain level 

of standards in which airport must adhere to. Other than sizing, the discretion usually lies 

in the han& of the active players in a particular project. This results in many varying 

results in the quality of the facility with respect to the users. Local customs can play a 

major role in the development of "acceptable" quality and quantity of facilities in the 

planning of the airpon. While it is idealistic to attempt to assure maximum convenience 

to al1 passengers throughout the rnany fluctuations in the airport passenger levels, an 

objective of plamers should be to assure that only a small proportion of the users will 

experience inconveniences above a specified level (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.33 1 ). 

Efficiency becomes a major factor in the balance of convenience and economics. Adding 

gates may solve the convenience problem during peak hours, but if the gates rernain ide 



the rest of the day, the space is underutilized and economically costly in terms of capital 

as well as operating costs. If this economic cost is perceived as t w  great compared to the 

added convenience the expansion is usually not camed out. The arnount of usage time 

and the amount of users per cost are usually a deciding factor in determining the number 

of gates and size of passenger facilities. A time horizon is usually implemented in order 

to better evaluate and distribute costs. 

Passenger convenience and costs usually play an instrumental role in determining the 

type of terminal design implement at the airport site. Some of the terminal types are 

more apt to servicing economic issues. Other layouts provide better passenger 

convenience at the expense of economic cost. When evaluating alternative designs the 

planner must keep in mind a certain level of convenience in the comparison. 

3.3.6 Space Planning 

Once the planner has understood what level of service will be provided hefshe translates 

this concept into the actual space requirements for the terminal building, This 

information is then passed on to the architect to develop the actual design within the set 

limits of the planner. 

Within the terminal building there are a variety of competing interests with regards to 

space allocation within the teminal building. Table 4 distributes the percentages of space 

as suggested by the FAA. (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.445). 



Table 4: Facility Space Distribution 

55% rentable 45% non-rentable ! 
! 

35-40% Airline operations ! 

15-20% Concessions and airport administration i 
5 3 5 %  Public space I 

l 

i 10- 15% Utilities, shops, tunnels, and stainvays 
Source: Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.445 

The overall space assignrnent is related to the horizon year (fully developed plan) 

estimates for total number of passengers. If a fully operational terminal is the goal, the 

terminal must still be within the set standards the planner has laid out the latter stages of 

the time horizon. 

An initial step for the planner is to plan the terminal in two separate manners. The 

enplaning and deplaning passengers are vastly different in theu ne& and therefore 

require separate attention. In actuality the deplaning passengers attract very little 

attention from the plamer since their stay in the airport is minimal and they pose very 

little stress on the systern. Aside from the baggage retrieval area, (and the Customs and 

Immigration stage for international passengers) the amving passengers make their way 

quickly through from the gate area to the pick-up ramp. Therefore minimal maneuvering 

space is deemed necessary in cornparison with the departing passenger. 

The established forecast of annual volume and the "peak hour" values are instituîed at 

this stage in order to establish the amount of space required to accommodate the highest 

passenger volume in the day. The level of convenience is a major factor in determining 



what percentage of users will face unfavourable conditions. Planning for 1Wh 

convenience is economically unfeasible and results in exûemely high inefficiency the 

remainder of the day. 

Forecasting is then used to estimate the number of seats per aircmft. This approximation 

ai& in two manners. One, it gives the p lmer  a scale onto which helshe can approximate 

the size of the lounge needed. Secondiy, this value along with the number of passengers 

per hour gives the amount of aircraft per hour, which determines the speed at which 

pasengers can be dispatched from the terminal building (Elek and Beinbaker 1972, 

p.379). 

Figure 5 : Peak Hour Gate Distribution 

I 
Source: Horonjeff 94,p.M 



In order to dock al1 these anticipated aircraft the planner must rnake an approximation on 

the number of gates that wiil be required. The peak-hour estimates are the guide to 

determining the amount of gates needed " Gate capacity is the maximum number of 

aircraft that a fixed number of gates can accommodate during a specified interval when 

there is a continuous demand for service" (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.354Xsee 

figure 5). As a general nile it can be assumed that the number of gates required should 

equal the maximum number of aircraft that is scheduled to arrive or to depart in an two 

hour period (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.381) 

The mix of aircraft and the particuiar policies of the nation or the airline can effect the 

number of gates available for certain a i d  (see figure 6). An international flight 

cannot dock at a domestic gate therefore capacity must be arranged with regards to the 

exclusive use of the gates by one parîicular flight sector. The airline policies with regards 

to exclusive gate use (airlines own there own gates) can decrease the utihtion factor 

0.5-0.6 instead of 0.6-0.8 for mutually used gates (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.498). 

Table 5: Gate Occupancy Times per Aircraft Type 

! Gate occupancy time, min 

Aireraft fimaround station En mute station 

Source: Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.354. 



Another important factor in the space approximation stage is the understanding of and 

planning for the well-wishers. Since these persuns do occupy space within many 

compunents of the tenninal it is essential to include them in capacity numbers and density 

tigures. Areas such as A v a l  halls, restaurants and main lobby are built to include these 

persons. 

A major airport cari house tens of thousands of employees. This produces a major 

element to plan for with regards to facilities catered to their needs. lncluded in this are 

offices, operational areas, breakrooms, garages, cafeterias etc. As noted in table 4 this 

can equate to a large percentage of the terminal space. 

The choice of terminal concepts is usually influenced by the existing airport facility or 

the surrounding built environment. In most scenarios, the existing passenger terminal 

building constrains the planner. The expansion has to mesh well with the old facility thus 

limiting the suitable terminal concepts. 

The following is a listing of the design considerations for the overall design of the facility 

as well as deteminhg the terminal concept (Horonjeff and McKelvey 1994, p.437). 

1 .  Developrnent and sizing to accomplish the stated mission of the airport within the 
parameters defined in the master plan, 

2. CapabiIity to meet the demands for the medium and long run time M e s  
3. Functional, practical and financial feasibihty 
4. Maximization of use of existing facilities 
5. Achievement of a batanced flow between access, terminal and airfieid facilities 

during peak hours 
6. Consideration of environmental sensitivity 
7. FIexibility to meet future requirements beyond planning time fiame 



8. Capability to anticipate and implement significant improvements in aviation 
technology 

3.4 TERMINAL DESIGNS 

Different terminal types have a major influence on the flows within the airpon. A 

centralized airport system might provide the better flow for an inter-airline transfer 

passenger, where as a decentcalized exclusive terminal can be better for a regular 

originating passenger. The advantages and disadvantages of each terminal type are 

described below. 

3.4.1 Centralized vs. Decentralized Facilities 

The general philosophical question in creating an airport terminal is either to have a 

centralized facility or create of srnaIl units of service in a decentralized layout. As in al1 

competing ideals, each has advantages and disadvantages. However, in the airport 

landscape the playing fieid is not level and is highly influenced by the passenger type. 

Therefore the actual circumstances usually weigh in favour of one option. 

With al1 the teminal types described there can be a certain amount of centrality, however 

with some of the options this centrality is limited, and exceeding the limit would undo the 

positive attributes of that design. 

A centralized system is usually comprised of an area that provides the processing for al1 

passenger and baggage regardless of airline. (Each airiine provides its own ticket counter, 

however curent trends include the sharing of counter space.) Services and commercial 

establishments are mainly located in this main hall. Passeagers proceed to gates via 



corridors or passenger transport systems. The main advantage of the system is the 

economies of scale achieved by the intensive use of services (security, baggage 

carrousels etc.). The cost effectiveness of a terminal is increased by the maimum use of 

space that is only possible with each airline contributing into the overall system. This 

achieves one of the planning objectives, which is to minimize the amount of idleness 

(Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.336). 

The main disadvantage in this system is that once the airport reaches a certain threshold 

size, the passenger inconveniences outweigh the economic gains. The inconveniences 

include long walking distances to gates, high densities and confusion in central terminal 

area. If the terminal exceeds a certain size, the facilities should be duplicated to properly 

serve both extremities of the terminal (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.346). The need to 

physically separate flights (international, domestic, and transborder) takes away from the 

overall economy of scale. 

The decentralized system provides very short distances fiom the car park to the aircraft 

door. The epitome of this system is the Gate-Arriva1 system (DFW) described below (see 

figure 7). This system benefits cornmuters, which can get in and out of the airport in a 

short time. Passenger services (check-in, baggage claim) are usually provided at or in 

close vicinity to each gate. 

The disadvantages of this system include separate service facilities (baggage carrousels, 

security check-points) for one or a small number of gates. This increases the cost of 



equipment and personnel (De Neufville 1976, p. 102). The layout is linearly distributed 

resulting in long distances between gates. This can be mistrating for transfer passengers 

at larger airports. 

A major factor in the deciding the exact type of facility is the issue of corporate 

identification. Many airlines in attempting to advertise and promote themselves choose 

to use exclusive facilities which range €rom ticket counters, gates, baggage daim 

facilities, and exclusive terminals. It is essential for the planners to know what the 

airlines have planned. Planning prior to knowing can lead in drastic plan changes. The 

amount of facility sharing depends entirely on the participation of the majority of the 

airlines. Many airlines that oniy provide a lirnited arnount of flights at the airport in 

question will usually share the majority of services reducing their operational costs. At 

airports in which airiines insist on exclusive facilities the overall size of the airport is 

substantially larger and the efficiency of the individual elements is usually extremely 

low* 

A current trend that is positively affecting the sharing of facilities are airline alliances and 

code sharing agreements between airiines. In this scenario, the airlines both publicize the 

flight under their corporate logo, however only one aircrafi is used and the check-in for 

both airlines is done at one counter. (usually done at the more dominant airline's 

counter.) If this is the only flight for the "minor" airline, individual counter space isn't 

required at that airport. 



Another positive trend is that airlines are combining efforts in order to build terminais 

suited to their needs however still reducing costs. Terminal One at John F. Kennedy 

International Airport in New York is an example of this type of parniership. Four 

Foreign carriers narnely, Luflansa, Air France, Japan Airlines and Korean Air are 

developing a terminal which they will jointly manage and operate out of. " At Terminal 

One, we [the camers] manage our own house" Deiter Bergt, CE0 of Terminal One 

Management Inc. and executive at Luflansa Airlines (Socolof 1997, p. 66). 

Each airport has it own individual design characteristics. However, al1 these designs cari 

be narrowed down into 4 distinctive terminal concepts: The Finger or Pier design, The 

Modular or Linear Terminal, The Satellite Terminal, and The Transporter Layout (De 

Neufville 76, pp.98- 123; Elek 72, pp.35 1-390; Horonjeff 94, pp.466-476). 

3.4.2 Finger or Pier Design 

The Finger or Pier layout consists mainly of a centralized terminal building with 

conidors Ieading out to the gate areas (see figure 6). Aircraft can be parked on both or on 

one side of these extended corridors. Al1 of the passenger facilities are located within the 

main hall. With centralidon the key to this layout, the main advantage is that it 

promotes intensive use of the facilities. This usually relates into larger single check- 

points rather than many smaller points in other layouts. Another advantage is easier 

maneuvering for transfer passengers. An advantage of this design is the flexibility 

componem. This permits expansion of the gate area independently of the terminal 

building and landside facilities (Ele k and Beinhaker 1972, p.355). This expansion 



process can take place in incremental steps king econornical in terms of capital and 

operating costs (Horonjeff and McKevley 1994, p.446). 

A disadvantage of the design is that in larger airports the wallcing distances can becorne 

excruciatingly long. This includes both distances fiom main terminal to gate areas as 

well as overall (check-in fiom curb drop off to aircrafi). Central halls may become 

extremely congested and confûsing for passengers unfamiliar with the airport. Having 

dual parailel piers can result in requiring a second taxi way for aircraft which in tum 

consumes a lot of land. 

D O N ~  Airport as well as he majority of Canadian Airports fail within this iayout or a 

hybnd of this layout. 

Figure 6: Example of Pier Layout: Frankfurt Main (FRA) 

Source: Fmkfurt Main Airport Authority 



3.4.3 The Modular or LinerrKhte Arrival Design 

This layout is a system that provides short walking distances h m  curb dropoff to the 

aircrafl. The basic design is for a single line of a i r d  parking directly parallel to al1 of 

the passenger service facilities (see figure 7). These service facilities are self-contained 

small moddar units that are used for a single gate or for a small number of gates. The 

terminal building therefore consists of a long relativety narrow building with many small 

modular seMce facilities sandwiched between the aircrafi gates and the general parking 

lot. The easy access, simple flow to the aircraft is a main advantage of this layout. 

Expansion is relatively easy by which extra modular uni6 cm be attached to present 

building. 

The disadvantage of this layout is that there is no sharing of facilities, which can mate 

an inefficient use of the facilities. There is very little economy of scale and operating 

costs c m  be high, Due to the physical nature of the layout walking distances between 

gates can be long, therefore in larger airports of this type passenger transporîation 

systems are a m m  

Figure 7: Ex. of LinadGate AiTival hyoat: DaIlaeFort Worth @FM") 

Source: American Airlines 1999 



3.4.4 The Satellite Terminal Design 

This design consists of an "island" terminal sumunded by îhe aircraft apron. The 

satellite terminal is physicaily separateci from the main landside access curb (see figure 

9). Access to the satellite terminal is usd ly  attained via a pessenger transportation 

systern. This c m  be underground or above ground depending on the individual design. 

An advantage of this design is that it maintains the economies of scale that are present 

with a reguiar centralized terminai building. (Common deparhm lounges and common 

check-in etc.). Short waking distances are also an asset of this layout. This design can 

be seen as a development of the Ring Terminal (Elek and Beinhaker 1972, p.355) (see 

figure 8). However, the ring terminal provided access fiom laadside to airside with 

parking usually in the center of the terminal building. Éasy manewerability of aircraft is 

also a benefit. 

A main disadvantage of the design is the high cost of construction due to tfK need to 

provide an access system. Tunnel designs increase the wsts even more. Anangements 

for transporting baggage and mecbanical systems also are needed. hother disadvantage 

is that it is a poor design for expansion in that the new terminai spae directly consumes 

needed airside land. 

Figure 8: Ex. of Ring Terminal: Toronto's Terminal l(YYZ) 



Figure 9: Ex. of Satellite Layout: Oriando IntL Airport (MCO) 

1 
Source: U.S Airways 1999 

3.4.5 The Open Aprod Transporter System 

This system is comprised of a cenûaiized terminal, which is linked to the aircraft via 

independent mobile units. The aircraft are parked on an open apron away from the 

terminal building (see figure 10). As a cenûaiized terminal, fracilities are shared and 

efficiency is high. This design eliminates the dimeasional co~ i c t s  of the airside in 

cornparison with the terminal building. AircraA size doesn't affect the terminai in any 

manner since it is physically removed fiom the terminal. Advantages include short 

walking distances, and common faciiities and common deparh;tte longes. This system 

can be expanded at a fiaction of the cost of construction in oîher designs. If the amount 

of flights is increased, frequency of Passenger Transport Vehicles (PTV) cati be increased 

or number of PTV's c m  be increased. ûperations can increase without effecting the main 

physical stmcture. Tberefore it remains highiy flexiile in terms of design. 



A disadvantage of the design is that it increases the passenger loading time since the 

passengers must be first onloaded ont0 s vehicle, then offloaded and onlded onto the 

aircraft, this can lead to delays. Operating costs are also a factor shcx the vehicies must 

be manned and maintained 

Figure 110: Ex, of Open Aproflransport System: Mirabel Airport (YMX) 

Source: ADM 1995 

3.6 SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSION 

The purpose of the chapter is to introduce airport basics prior Co the introduction of the 

case study of Dorval that is presented in the following chapter. 

The passenger tennind building (as the interface of the landside and airside elements) 

main function is to process pafsengers fiom the access curb to the air& or from a i r d  



to aircraft. The passenger flows in these instances Vary and understanding the type of 

passenger is an essential element to physcially designing a passenger terminal building 

that best serves it user population. The arrangement of the intenor components of the 

passenger terminal building also plays an important factor in passenger flows. 

The four (4) classical models al1 have inherent qualities and disadvantages. 

Understanding the qualities as well as knowing the limitations of each mode1 enables the 

planner to match the user population with the appropriate layout. 



Chapter 4 Montreal Airport System; Past and Present 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 4 details the current statu of Dorval Airport. It presents a short history of the 

Montreal airport scene leading upto the proposed development project. It illustrates the 

current physical conditions at Dorval and places the airport on a national and 

international scale in regards to size, aircraft mouvements and annual passengers. It also 

introduces the expansion possibilities for the airport. 

4.2 HISTORY 

4.2.1 Montreal Internationd Airport- Dorval 

In 1939, the Department of Transportation and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) 

began scouting the Montreal region for sites to devebp a new airport. The location of 

airport was to be closer to Montreal than the St. Hubert Airport that was currently used. 

In 1940, the racetrack and surrounding laid in the town of Dorval was purchased in order 

to make way for the new airport (see figure 1 1). The order of council of December 24, 

1940 stated, 

"...To develop an airport at Dorval for an Air Observer School and 
Wireless School under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan 
(BCATP), The said airport to be develop also as a civil air terminal for the 
metropditan area of Montreal in place of St  Hubert.. . "[Canada, D.O.T. 
file 5 168-8 17 vol.41 (McGrath 92, p. 147). 

The airport opened on September 1,1941 with two runways of 5000 feet on 1500 acres 

of land, which was the second largest in Canada (McGrath 1992, p. 147). The terminal 

building was ready by December of that sarne year. It was built of masomy and plate 



glass. Included within the terminal building was a large passenger lounge that 

rnaintained expansive views out ont0 the ramp due to the curved Frontage of the building. 



Figure 11: Montreal Regional Map 

Source: ADM 1995 



Figure 12: Illustration of Original hrval  Terminal Building 

1 

Source: McGrath 1992 

Along with the commercial fligtits from Dorval the military played a major role in 

Dorval's early years. Dorval wasn't used for the BCATP as planned but instead served 

the tieeds of the expanded Royal Airforce Ferry Comrnand, which built three hangars at 

Dorval. The Canadian Government Tram Atlantic Service (CGTAS) and the BOAC 

operated flights over the Atlantic mady for servicemen and wartime supplies under the 

RAF (Pigott 1996, p.96). 

Dorval also operated as a pivot point for military aircrafl fiom California on their way to 

Europe and the war. Dorval was the site for the modification of the aircraft and 

familiarization fli@ for pilots prior to their entcy Uito the war (Pigott 1996, p.%). 

The management of the airport site was divided among the two main components of the 

facility. cc The Ferry Command operated the crash-fire and ambulance s e ~ c e  and 



controlled the security of its part of the airpo~.  The Department of Transport maintained 

and managed the airport and controlled civil operations. .. " (McGrath 1992, p. 148). 

With the end of the war, the civil aviation component succeeded the military operations 

in importance at Dorval. Both airlines that ran ferry services from Dorval; BOAC (now 

British Airways) for the RAF and TCA (now Air Canada) for the CGTAS continued 

demilitarized service afier the war ended. They operated out of the EtAF Transport 

Cornmand Administration Building, while the domestic service used the main passenger 

terminal (McGrath 1992, p. 149). 

In 1946, the RCAF handed over management of Dorval to the Department of Transport. 

In 1947, the 426 squadron of the RCAF made Dorval its base until it moved to Trenton in 

1959 (Pigott 1996, p.96). 

By l952,589,2 16 domestic/transborder and international passengers were using Dorval 

per year (McGrath 1992, p. 149). This placed a severe strained on the facilities especially 

the make shifl RAF building. The airlines using Dorval by the early Mies included: 

Airline Date initiated service 
1. Trans Cana& Airlines (TCA) Sept. 194 1 
2. Northeast Sept. 1941 
3. Canadian Colonial Sept. 1941 
4. Quebec Airways Sept. 194 1 
5.  Canadian Pacitic Airlines (CPAL) May 1942 
6. BOAC 1946 
7. KLM 1949 
8. Air France 1950 (McGrath 1992, pp. 149-1 55) 



in 1952, Colonial and Northeast airline expressed an interest in adapting the U.S. Pre- 

Clearance system in Montreal. The airtines acted on their own, and in Nov. 1952 U.S. 

immigration staff began to work at the airline counters. In 1954, The Deputy Minister of 

Transport ordered the pre-clearance to be stopped, due to space requirements, but the 

airlines resisted and in April of 1955 the D.O.T. allowed the pre-clearance to continue 

(McGrath 1992, p. 150). 

With the ever-increasing arnount of passengers at Dorval, construction of a new terminal 

began in 1956. In the late 50's more airlines began serving Dorval 

1. Eastern Airlines 
2. Luflansa 
3. SAS 
4. Sabena 
5.  Nordair 
6. Alitalia 

1956 
1956 
1957 
1957 
1960 
1960 (McGrath 1992, pp. 149-1 55) 

In 1960, the airport was offlcially renamed, Montreal [ntemational Airport -Dorval. The 

new 30 million dollar terminal opened on Dec. 1 5 ~  1960 with approximately two million 

passengers annually (Pigott 96, p.98). Dorval was competing with Malton (Toronto) for 

the busiest airport in Canada. The terminal was the Largest and Canada and was to serve 

the aviation needs of the Montreal region for many years. 

During construction there were many design alterations in order to meet the requests of 

the airlines and to accommodate the new aviation technology and the larger aircraf?. The 

vast size of the new terminal allowed for the inclusion of many retail shops, bars and 

concessions which attempted to better serve the population. This new non-aviation focus 



was in conjunction with Transport Canada's new policy for attaining more non-aviation 

revenue at its airports. 

With the new terminal an array of new airlines kgan to serve the a i rpo~.  

1. Swissair 
2. Aeronaves de Mexico 
3. Irish International 
4. Aeroflot 
5. Otyrnpic 
6. Georgian Bay Ainvays 
7. Solair 
8. North American Airlines 
9. Iberia 
1 0. Czechoslovakia 
Il. EL AL 
I 2. TAP Air Portugal 

1962 
1964 
1966 
1966 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1971 (McGrath 1992, pp. 149-155) 

The late 60's saw the extension of the runways, the installation of an underground 

hydrant fueling system and the creation of a general aviation area and the eastern edge of 

the airport property. Modern arnenities such as passenger ducking bridges were also 

introduced at the airport. In 1967, the transborder finger was extended to accommodate 

the rapidly growing Montreal-U.S. market. Four new aircraft gates were built. This 

physical improvement again led to the increase in new airlines serving the Montreal 

region. 

1. Allegheny Airlines 
2. Delta Airlines 
3. Pilgrirn Airlines 
4. Atonabee Airlines 
5. Air Caravane 
6. Pem Air 
7. American Airlines 

1972 
1972 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1976 
1977 (McGrath 1992, pp. 149-1 55) 

In 1968, DorvaI was handling 4.5 million passagers muaily. A planning study sbowed: 



(a) Airline passengers to double every 8 years 
(b) Air cargo double every 3 to 4 years 
(c) General Aviation to double every 10 years 
(d) Approx. 40,000 people would be employed directly in the aviation industry in 

metropditan Montreal by 1985. (10,000 persons in 1968) 
(e) By l985,7,5OO acres of land would be required for airport activities, plus 

2,500 for expansion beyond that date. 
(f) The airport would be required to operate 24 hours a &y to allow efficient use 

of aircraft 
(g) Noise disturbance to adjacent cornmunities has already created social and 

economic problems, and cornplaints and petitions were k ing  received 1 
increasing numbers from widening a m ;  a night curfew on jet operations was 
already in effect and would be difficult to lifi. This imposed an increasing 
operating penalty on the airport and the airlines. 

(McGrath 1992, p. 152) 

The study produced two solutions to the inevitable problems: 

(a) Move people away form the airport, which would not be feasible fonn a social point 

of view and would be economically prohibitive. 

(b) Move the airport away from the people; buiid a new airport. 

(McGrath 92, p. 152) 

In 1970, the first 747 jumbo jet landed in Montreal. This along with other advancements 

in the aviation industry forced Dorval to expanci it mnways, gates and ramp. The nurnber 

of gates increased drastically with the building of the aeroquay (satellite terminal). 



Figure 13: Dorval Terminal Building (YüL) 

Source: ADM 1995 

By 1975, Dorval had a centralized pierlfinger terminai of 800,000 sq.& that 

accomrnodated al1 flights, operations and services that are associated with air travel (see 

figure 24). The terminal had 38 gates and 2,800 parking slots. It served 7 million 

passengers and 10 million visitors yearly by 1975. It vas also home to 14,000 employees 

and transported lgO,OS 1 tons of cargo. The terminai had reached capacity. (McGrath 

1992, p. 152; Pigott 1996, p.98) 



Figure 14: Layout of Dorval International Airport 

Source: ADM 1995 

Mirabel Airport opened on W b e r  4,1975, and relieved some of the congestion at 

Dorval. Dorval's new d e  was ümited to domestic and transborder fiights. These 

remaining flights were to be transfmd to Mirabel by 1985. Dorval was to remain open 



for some short haul flights, general aviation and aircraft maintenance. Dorval had no 

investment to its physical plant fiom the mid 70's to the early 80's. 

Due to unrealized traffic estirnates, and other surrounding circumstances, in 1983, 

Transport Canada announced that the remaining flights would not be transferred to 

Mirabel. This stance led to the revitalizarion of Dorval. 34 million dollars were invested 

in the terminal, offices and a new multi levet carpark. 

In 1985, the Quebec Regional Headquarters of Transport Canada moved into a new 

building at Dorval and abandoned the RAF Command building that it occupied since the 

end of the war (McGrath 1992 p. 153). 

1986 saw the goverment place both airports under one administrative structure, and 

announced that both would remain open to serve the Montreal area. Dorval airport 

served 3.7 million dornestic passengers and 1.9 million transborder passengers for a total 

of 5.6 million passengers. Cargo was relegated only to amounts carried on passenger 

aircrafl. By 1989, Dorval had 45 aircrafl parking positions, and 5,700 parking spaces. 

Dorval remained important for aircrafl building and overhaul. Air Canada retained it 

maintenance base whiie Canadair (Bombardier) built a new facility and assembly plant at 

Dorval. 



In 199 1, a new control tower was built along with a new fire station. Air Canada 

increased it presence at Dorval by building a new training centre and administration 

cornplex. 

4.2.2 Montreal International Airport- Mirabel 

The late 60's brought about tremendous growth to the Montreal economy. Along with the 

growth Montreal enjoyed its new stanis as a world-renowned city. The Department of 

Transportation's ongoing study of the Montreal aviation situation announced in 1968 that 

a new airport would be built for the Montreal region. The Airport was to fulfill two 

goals: 

1. To relieve the overcrowding and congestion at Dorval 

2. Be the Trans-Atlantic hub for Canada (The airport was to be the exclusive 

entry point into Canada for al1 Trans-Atlantic flights.) 

(Pigott 1996, p.99) 

in 1969, a site at Ste. Scholastique was chosen for the new airport. The site was 58 kms 

from Montreal. The greenfield site was chosen partly as a result of the noise and 

congestion problems that occurred in Toronto in the mid 60's. The intent was to remove 

the airpon h m  the city in order to avoid noise and environmental hazards that plague 

airports in close proximity to developed areas.(see figure 1 1) 

Although only 5,000 acres were needed for phase one, the federal government proceeded 

to expropnate 90,000 acres. This excessive expropriation brought about many conflicts 

between the famiers and the federal govenunent (Pigott 1996, p. 100). Land that was not 



required for the initial constmction was given 10-year renewabte land leases (McGraîh 

1992, p. 1%). 

Figu te  15: Mira bel International Airport (YMX) 

L 

Source: ADM 1995 

Phase 1 of the Mirabel project included two 12,000 R nmways, a terminal building witb a 

capacity of 6-10 million passengers, a control tower, a car park for 3,400 cars, &ce 

building and utilities, an underground refuehg system and aircargo terminai. The latter 

two were built by the aviation industxy. Canadian Pacific Hotels also built a 361-rwm 

hotei adjacent to the main terminai building (McGrath 1992, p.155). 



The terminal complex was bwlt under the Open Apronl Transporter method The main 

terminal had 18 arriva1 and 22 depamire docks. Passengers wodd be moved between 

these docks and the 18 aircraft position divided into 3 semice clustn by Pwmger 

Transport Vehicles m ' s ) .  22 Pm's with a capacity of 120 passengeFs would service 

the terminal (McGrath92, p.155). An aeroquay for connecting domestic flights btdt at 

the request of the airline indupiry houshg 6 gates d i r d y  lioked to the terminal building. 

The master plan called for 6 mways of 12,000 ft. and 6 terminai buildings. Transport 

Canada predicted that Mirabel (YMX) would hande 30 million passagers by 1990 and 

have the capacity for 60 million by 2005. nie airport was to k linked to Montreal by a 

high-speed aain with a terminus at the airport (Pigott 1996,100; McGrath 1992,155) 



Figure 17 : Mirabel Mastet Plan 

1 
Source: Stroud 1980 

Montreal International Airport- Mirabel officially opened on October 4, 1975, with 

operations beginning on November 29,1975. The airport was opened to al1 international 

flights and was sewed by 33 airiines. 

The late 70's were not iand to MirabeL The original master plan for Mirabet was never 

realized due to the fact that the M c  numbers that were predicted were never even 

remotely attained. Several rasons can be attributed to the shortcoming of the airport. 

One of the reasons was the effect of the OPEC oil crisis ofthe late 7Vs, which effected 

the whole airline industry. Locally îhe Montreal economy was in a tailspin and that was 

refiected in the travef levels. The most important k î o r  was that aew aviation technology 

aIIowed transatlantic tiights bound for Canada to overshoot Montreal. This was coupied 



by new bilateral air agreements between Canada and various European countries granting 

reciprocal traffic rights to national airlines. in return for European gateways for 

Canadian carriers, Canada has to give trafic nghts to Toronto and other Canadian cities 

(McGrath 1992, p. 156). 

In 1979, Mirabel handled 2.75 million passengers in comparison to Dorval's 6.25 miilion. 

The numbers for 1988 read 2.5 million Mirabel and 6.5 million for Dorval. 

The initial prediction was that with the additional domestic and transborder trafic 

scheduled for relocation to Mirabel in 1985, the airport would have approximately 17 

mil lion passengers annually. 

The initial plan for relocation of the domestic and transborder flights never matenalized 

and rather than add airlines, some airlines began to pull the unprofitable routes out of 

Mirabel. These include notables such as Canadian Airlines International, Alitalia, Sabena 

and Luftansa. 

The 1986 govemrnent decision to maintain both airports, and place them under the same 

administrative structure began a cooperative effort to utilize al1 the assets within the 

Montreal airport system and anempt to improve the whole rather than one airport or the 

other. 

1994 was a mernorable year for Mirabel. It produced half of the 25 million-dollar profit 

of the Montreal airport system. This was in stark contrast to the billions in tax dollars 



that were sunk into the airport for many years. (The initial 500 million dollars projected 

had blossomed to 4 billion by the opening of the airport.) In addition, it ranked 5' 

worldwide in an MTA passenger and facility survey based on criteria such as cornfort, 

baggage handling, connections, restaurants and shopping (Pigott 1996, p. 102). 

4.3 DORVAL INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT FACTS AND FIGURES 

4.3.1 Location 

Montreal International Airport, Dorval, is located on the western portion of the island of 

Montreal. Located 20 km fiom downtown Montreal it is centered in the City of Dorval, 

Quebec. The total airport surface cover is 1325 hectares, the majority king in the City of 

Dorval (882 ha). This main area includes the terminal building, parking area and main 

hangar line. The airport stretches out into neighboring municipalities of Ville St. Laurent 

(437 ha) and the City of Pointe Claire (6 ha) (ADM master plan 95,p. 17). 

The airport is bordered mainly by commercial and industrial areas, however, there is 

some residentiai area on the south and southwest corner of the property. 

The aviation area sprawls over 734 ha and contains 3 runways(see figure 18). 

06L- 24R 3,353 m (1 1,900 fi. x 200 fi.) 
06R-24L 2,926 m (9,000 fi. x 200 fi.) 
10- 28 2 134 m (7,000 ft. x 200 fi.) (ADM master plan 1995, p. 17). 

The two parailel runways were constnicted in respect to the prevailing winds of the site. 

Generally these winds force the use of 24L, 24R, and 28, approximately 70% of the tirne. 

The aircraft maneuvering area also contains 17 taxiways. 



Figure 18: Dorval Land  use^ 

YPES D'UTILISATION 



The designated terminal area comprised 250 ha. The central building is comprised of a 5- 

story complex. The main level king the amvals level. The first floot is dedicated to 

departure activities. The remaining levels are dedicated to airline offices and 

administrative functions. (see figure 13) 

Table 6 demonstrates the physical size of numerous international airpons and the activity 

that can be accommodated within that space. 

Table 6 : Airport Size Cornparison Cbart 

Source: ADM 2000; AC1 World Airpon Trailïc Report 1999 

The actual terminal layout follows the traditional centralized concept (see figure 19). 

From this central main lobby extends two linear piers that make up the aircraft 

dockingiboarding gate area. One sector is dedicated to domestic flights and the opposite 

pier is exclusiveLy used by transborder (U.S.) trafic. A satellite gate area (Aeroquay) is 

linked to the main terminal via passager tunnels beneath the main airpon tarmac. In 

total there are 45 aircraft parking positions; 27 domestic and 14 transborder, and 4 mixed 

use. The terminal building measures 490 000sq. m. 



The access roads and parking structure are lwted at the Jwth sector of the teminal 

building. Tben are seven (7) Iaaes of access dong the bcirage of the terminal building. 

3 elevated for depsmirc level aathc and 4 gromd level fw anival mfoc. A single 

dedicated lane for tour buses taxis etc. in on the grouad level The parking zone cooriisü 

of a main multi-level structure mounded by pund levd pIuking addhg up to 4500 



slots. The two preceding components constitute a single landuse zone (ADM master plan 

95, pp. 18-2 1). 

The remainder of the aerodrome is divided into a variety of landuses (see figure 18): 
Commercial zone bordered by Albert de Niverville klvd and Stuart ~raham Ave. 
Commercial zone West of Stuart Graham Ave. 
Commercial zone airside- 68 ha. 
General Aviation area (Ryan Ave.)-20 ha. 
Commercial zone Ryan Ave. - I O  ha. lot 15 
Commercial zone airside tot I O  
Commercial zone landside -8 ha- lot 11 
Commercial zone landside - 15 ha lot 1 
Future available zones - Lot 3,4,5,6 commercial areas airside 
Golf course 140 ha. currently leased out. (ADM master plan 1995, p. 17). 

4.3.2 Passenger Data 

Table 7: Canadian Airport Passenger Figures 

- -  

Toronto WZ --p 20,086,922 24,259,268 8.50% 
Vancouver WR 11,057,2t4 14,201,313 11% 
,Calgary WC 4,935,015 6.91 3,867 14.30% 
(Groenewege 98, pp. 10 1 1 - 1042; Groenewcgc 96, pp. 863-892) 

Note: 1996 figures are used due to the fact that this was the final year that the Montreal 
Airports separated the flights between YüL and YMX. 

These counts rank Dorval 1 15' and 1 19' respectively on a worldwide ranking scale. The 

'96 figures have Montreal in the ranks of Lisbon, Portugal; RaleighDurham, North 

Carolina; Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; and Columbus, Ohio (Groenewege 1998, pp. 10 1 1-1 042; 

Groenewege 1996, pp.863-892). The highest passenger counts for Dorval were totaled in 

1974, just prior to the opening of Mirabel airport. At that time Dorval served over 7 

million passengers per year. 



Mirabel International Airport (YMX) ranking was 198' on the international ranking in 

1996. Its 2,565,077 passengers place it with cities such as Monterrey, Calif.; Calcutta, 

India; Lihue, Hawaii (Groenewege 98. p. 101 I-1042). None of these airports is a world 

powerhouse in the airport scenario 

Other major Canadian centres, Toronto (YYZ), Vancouver (YVR), and Calgary (YYC), 

ranked 3 1''. 5 7 ~  and I l  1' receptively (Groenewege 1998, pp.1011-1042) (sec table 7). 

Vancouver's and Calgary's large increases in this time period are a direct result of the 

Open Skies Agreement. This lifted the restrictions at Canadian airports and allowed new 

routes and al1 U.S. airlines into the market. Vancouver saw an increase of 37% in 

transborder trafic, while Calgary's increase was 33% since the inception of the 

agreement (Cm, 1996 p. 11) .  The agreement was not active for Toronto until 1997. 

Combining the figures for YUL and YMX would give Montreal a total passenger count 

of 8,94 1,883 (see table 7). This comprehensive total would place Montreal 92* 

internationally, and would be in the Company of Vienna, Ausma; Dublin, Ireland; New 

Orleans, Louisiana; and Houston (Hobby), Texas. 

Montreal is linked to 140 direct service destinations. This includes 44 domestic, 34 

transborder, 24 international and 38 leisure destinations. Leisure destinations represent 

non-scheduled service operated by charter airlines (ADM annual report 1997, p.20). 



The world busiest airport in 1996 was Chicago's O'Hare International Airpon with 

69,153,528 passengers per year (Groenewege 1998, pp. 101 1-1042). In 1999, O'Hare 

was surpassed by Atlanta's Hartsfield international as the world's busiest airport with a 

total of 78.1 million passengers (Delta News mar.2000). 

ADM has forecasted a growth of 2.5 percent annually for a total of 14 million passengers 

at the end of the master plan horizon year of 2020 (ADM may 2000). This is a 

reasonable/realistic forecasted growth which was below the North American average of 

4% (Delta News apr. 2000). 

4.3.3 Aircraft Movement Data 

Another important statistic for analytical purposes is the nwnber of aircrafl movements. 

This represents total aircrafi movements i.e. landings and take-offs of commercial aircraft 

and helicopter operation domestic or international scheduled non-scheduled Bights 

involving the camage of passengers, fieight, and/or mail.(Groenewege 1998, p. 1027). 

A high number of passenger movements and a relatively low aircraft movement numbers 

indicate that a substantial percentage of the trafic was carried on large wide-bodied 

aircrafi. Inversely, high aircraft movement relative to a lower passenger count would 

indicate smaller aircraft moved a substantial sector of the trafic. 

These figures are essential to understanding the type of population at the airport and its 

distribution. On the airside as well as on the landside, the characteristics and needs of 

wide bodies, narrow bodies and regional jets al1 vary. The more obvious differences 



include ramp space requirements, number of passengers ofü onloaded, number of 

personnel required per aircraft, size of needed boarding lounge area. 

Dorval's rnovement figure of 207,340 rank it 79" worldwide while YMX's total of 

55.800 doesn't rank in the top 200 internationally, it does r d  ?zd in Canada (Transport 

Can. 1996). Dorval's higher ranking for movements than for number of passengers wouid 

indicate the use of smaller aircraft types. Mirabel very low number of movements 

indicates the use of larger aircraft with less fiequency. 

Toronto ranks 28' internationally with 372.000 movements, Vancouver 38" with 

330,000 and Calgary 66' with 235,000 movements (Groenewege 1998, p. 10 1 1 - lO42). 

Two excellent exarnples of varying use amongst airports are London's Heathrow 

International Airport (LHR), and Cincinnati/ Northern Kentucky international Airport 

(CVG). LHR ranks 5' intemationally in passenger movements, but only 20" in aircraft 

movements (Groenewege 1998, p. 10 1 1- 1042). This is largely due to the enormous 

arnount of long range international flights using the largest aircrafl available. The 

amount of availabie ianding slots are Iimited at Heathrow thus the airlines maximize the 

available slot by using large aircrafi. CVG ranks 4 1" in passenger movements, but 2sm in 

aircraft movernents (Groenewege 1998, p. 10 1 1 - 1042). This is due to the fact that it is the 

hub for Cornair Airlines, one of the largest regional airlines. Comair only flies regional 

jets and turbo props thus the need for more kquency and thus more aircraft movements. 



The present airfield layout at Dorval has a capacity of 77 movements per hour. The 

forecast for the horizon year wodd be 74 movements. Currently there are only 53 

movements during peak hours (ADM press release may 2000). This demonstrates that 

Dorval's current airfield can handle a submntial growth in aircraft movements. In 

actudity the airfield has been held under-capacity by the passenger terminal. 

4.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The chapter described how the Montreal airport scene has evolved over the past 80 years 

and compared Dorval with other land confined airports woddwide. Annual passenger 

numbers for these airports are well above the volume at Dorval demonstrating the room 

for growth at Dorval within it cunent site. The chapter also illustrated the lagging 

Montreal passenger numbers on a national scaIe and reinforced that action had to be 

taken to stimulate passenger growth. 

The chapter also presented data illustrating that the airfield at Dorval is well below 

capacity and that any growth in passenger and aircraft at Dorval c m  be easily 

accornrnodated in the current airfield. 



Chapter 5 Aéroports de Montrtal Theory and Practice 

Chapter 5 examines the administrative structure of ADM and its decision making 

process. The first section of the chapter describes the structure, the mission and the goals 

of the airport authority. The second section details the change in policy for the allocation 

of flights and the effects of that decision on airport system in Montreal, with particular 

emphasis on the effects at Dorval airport. The final section describes how ADM makes 

its decisions and what theories the processes follow. 

5.2 THE ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF THE MONTREAL AIRPORT 
SYSTEM 

In 1985 the Govenunent of Canada announced its intention to transfer the administrative 

authority of Canadian airports to local authorities. Aéroports de Montréal (ADM) was 

formed in 1992 as a para-public non-profit enterprise created to take over administrative 

functions of both Montreal airports. Responsibilities of this new administration included 

management, financing, promotion, as well as planning and development of the Montreal 

airports (ADM rnaster plan 1995, p. 1). The Govenunent of Canada retained 

responsibility over the real estate, aviation services, weather, public security and 

inspection. On July 3 1, 1992 ADM signed a 60-year lease renewable at 20-year intervals 

(ADM master plan1995, p. 1). 

A complementary organization was already existent at the time that ADM was created. 

The Société de Promotion des Aéroports de Montréal (SOPRAM), was created in 1987, 

as a non-profit organization to promote the airports as tools for the ultimate benefit of the 



entire Montreal region, and as representatives of the citizens of the region (ADM annual 

report 1997). It was founded with the mission to promote the coordination of political 

and economic factors in the development of the airports. It is comprised of 2 1 members 

that represent municipalities, chambers of commerce, and other economic functions, 

This organization appoints the board of directors of ADM (see appendix 1 for complete 

list of SOPRAM members) (see figure 20). 

Figure 20: ADM Administrative Structure Fbw Chan 
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At its inception ADM tabled a mission statement as well as a set of values that it would 

fashion it future plans with. 

ADM Mission 
To exceed guest and business expectations by providing airport services designed 
to render our airports among the most accessible and welcoming in the world; to 
foster sustained growth for our airports while safeguarding the sound position of 
the Corporation; and, to contribute to economic development in the Greater 
Montreal area. 

ADM Values 
Guest and Business Partner Satisfaction 
At Aérports de Montréal, we are exceedingly responsive to the needs of our 
yests and business partners for it is they who are our reason for king. 

E Fficiency and Profitability 
Efficiency and profitability form the core of Aeroports de Montréal's 
management practice. 

Excellence 
At ~eroports de Montréal, excellence is achieved ttuough the pursuit of quality 
backed by our capacity to innovate and deliver outstanding performance. 

Integrity and Openness 
ADM expresses these values through our management practices and our standards 
of individual professiona1 conduct. 

(ADM annual report 1997, p.i) 

Simple general objectives are extrapolated from these values including: providing al1 

customers with world class service; ensuring airport facilities meet world class standards; 

remaining ff exibIe by allowing room for expansion; and offering services characterized 

by efficiency profitability, comfon, and security (ADM master plan 1995, p-v). 

The Board of Governors of ADM has adopted a corporate govemance mode1 inspired by 

existing models at the Toronto Stock Exchange as well as the Montreal Exchange. <'It 

was felt that managers of public property, the directors not only have an obligation to 



report to both SOPRAM and the general public, but were also responsible for 

transforming the two airports into tools designed to spur economic development" 

(Goyette in ADM annual report 1997, p.5). 

Tosether these two organizations recognize the importance of a healthy airport system. 

They attempt to improve, guide, and foster airport development as a vehicle for economic 

growth in the Montreal region as a whole. 

5.3 STRATEGIC POLICY CHANGE 

Since the inception of ADM the Montreal airport scenario has taken on a more hoiistic 

approach to improving the quantity and quality of air travel in the Montreal region. In 

1993, ADM began an intense infusion of capital into both Dorval and Mirabel. This 

investment came after years of debate concerning the closure of one the airports. The 

uncertainty led to an unwillingness to upgrade a facility in case the facility would 

subsequently decommissioned. M e r  numerous reports ADM cited a multitude of 

reasons why the two-airport system would be superior to a single site. These included a 

control on certain environmental problems notably noise pollution as well as the 

provisions of a higher quality of service mainly due to the tack congestion at both 

stations. 

The roles for the airports would be mutually exclusive thus eliminating the possibility of 

competition among the two regional airports. The role for Dorval was as a hub for 

domestic activity as well as the principal location for transborder trafic. Cargo was 

limited to aircrafl under 34,000 kgs or cargo that is transported on passenger aircraft 



(ADM master plan 1995, p.8). Mirabel was slated as the base for international flights 

(except U.S.A.) and the centre for cargo aircraft. 

The first ever Master Plan for the Montreal Airport System was created in 1995. The 

master plan was a result of a cumulative information gathering session which spanned 

years and encompassed project studies, customer surveys, economic inquiries etc. The 

horizon year for the plan was 2010. However, the focus of the plan was the initial ten 

years. The plan encompassed both Dorval and Mirabel airports in a single document 

guiding the development of the Montreal system in a CO-operative and cohesive manner. 

Objectives outlined for Dorval A i p r t  inciuded a psenger increase of 3.2% per year, 

increasing the volume for Dorval fiom 5.8 million to 9.7 million passengers by the final 

year of the plan (ADM master plan 1995, p.v). These forecasts are much more 

conservative and realistic than those of the late 60's that propelled Montreal into this two- 

airport dilemma. 

The main initiative was an upgrade of the terminal facilities to meet current &y 

standards. The equipment and commercial facilities lagged decades behind other North 

American airports. Dorval had not seen capital investment since the early eighties (34 

million dollars investment) and prior to that only in the 1970's. A major area of concern 

was that the configuration and layout of current facilities, particularly check-in counters, 

waiting rooms and gates, made for inadequate movement (ADM master plan 1995, p.vi). 

The overall goal was to rnake Dorval once again competitive in the airport market. " The 

proposed new arrangement meets the needs associateci with the hub and spoke structure 



and consolidation of domestic routes proposed by national carriers" (ADM master plan 

1995, p.vi). 

On Febniary 20'. 1996 ADM made a àcamatic announcement that al1 scheduled airlines 

including international camers would have the option to use either Montreal airport, 

Dorval or Mirabel. The transfer, "liberalization" was to be available by April of that 

same year, but the actual transfer was delayed until September of 1997 due to legal 

battles. The main reasons for this strategic decision was to " meet the demands of a 

rapidly changing market and to ensure that the Montreal area doesn't lose out as a result 

of the major changes that reshaped the commercial aviation industry in 1995" (Jacques 

Auger former ADM President in ADM Newsletter 1997). The exodus of international 

airlines serving Mirabel, and the ever deciining percentage of the Canadian market for 

international and domestic transfers forced ADM to take drastic measures that would tm 

the situation around. Amalgamation was seen to be the catalyst to expansion of the 

Montreal aviation market. 

The decision to arneliorate both facilities still remained, however the vocation of the 

airports changed. Dorval was envisioned as a business airport, while Micahl would be a 

"vacation" airport along with its cargo base." . . . The objective king to ailow Dorval to 

become a hub that will consolidate and increase domestic, transborder and international 

air sewices, while facilitating connections" (Richard Cacchione, former President ADM 

in ADM Annual report 1997, p.7). 

" The major shift initiated by ADM in 1997 is based upon two underlying 
factors: Customer service which, altbough increasingly complex, is not 



critical in that it determines the choice of airport by both airlines and 
travelers and business development whic h requires an in-depth knowiedge 
of the market one serves, operating flexibility and structures approach 
(Richard Cacchione, former President ADM in ADM Annual report 1997, 
p.6). 

Approximately 50 million dollars were spent in 1997 to prepare a temporary international 

finger in the aeroquay section of the airport. These temporary facilities along with other 

physical changes at the arriva1 hall were necessary to allow Dorval to handle the new 

passengers. The situation is not exceptional with regards to access and customer service, 

however it does allow for an increase in flights while a new permanent facility can be 

planned and built (see Ch. 6.2 for additional detailed information). 

Stemming from the policy change, Montreal has seen an increase in internationai service 

being provided. Shortly after the announcement of the liberalization policy, Air Canada 

announced that new non-stop service to Frankfort and Tel Aviv would be provided out of 

Dorval. The launch of these new flights were postponed parallel to the legal battles that 

caused an injmction against the liberalization policy. Legal arguments took place 

contesting ADM right to change the vocation of Mirabel. Once the legal b a t h  were 

settled the airline once again announced their intentions to provide service to these cities 

from Dorval. Air Canada also created more than 300 jobs related to the anticipation of 

more c o ~ e c t i n g  passengers out of Dorval (ADM annual report 1997, p. 13). Air Canada's 

London and Paris routes have seen increases in connecting passengers of 623% and 

158% respectively (Mcgovern S. Mar. 23,1999). Other major aviation news included 

Swissair's announcement that stated Montreal was chosen as its Canadian base (Lamey, 

oct. 1997p.dl). Canadian Airlines, which had been drastically reducing service fiom 



Montreal, in p s t  years including the elimination of its non-stop senice to Rome, Italy 

and the closure of its entire Mirabel operation began to re-invest in Montreal. Canadian 

re-instituted its non-stop service to Rome tiom Dorval and also created a new executive 

Iounge at Dorval. Sabena Belgian World Aidine also re-established service to Montreal 

after a five year absence. A major deciding factor was the consolidation issue at Dorval. 

After approximately 1 year of service to Dorval, the airline has increased its flight 

frequency from 4 to 6 flights weekly. ûther recent international aviation news includes 

an increase in Air France's frequency to Pans to nvice daily, Mexicana's increase in 

frequency to Mexico City, and new service from Tarom the Romanian National airline. 

To the chagrin of many travelers, Aéroports de Montréal has instituted an airport 

improvement fee that any passenger beginning their joumey from Dorval must pay. It is 

not included in the ticket price as with many airport fees, but is a separate on-site fee that 

goes towards the redevelopment costs at the airpofî. As a not for profit organization, 

ADM chose this h d  raising method rathw than asking the government to raise bonds to 

pay for the project costs. ADM has remarked that this is a user pay system, which it 

deemed more appropriate t h  a blanket type m. The fee is not a deterrent for potential 

connecting passengers, for they aren't required to pay it 

The changeover of power between the FederaI government and the Aeroports de 

Montreal organization changed the dynamics of the relationship between the airport 

authority and the airlines. ADM overhauled the interna1 structure of the Montreal airpon 

administmtion. The working relationship between Transport Canada and the airline 



partners was one based on cost recovery. From the onset of ADM taking over the reigns, 

this ideology was replaced by one of profit building and uncertainty about ADMIS goals 

concemed the airlines. Transport Canada had a slow and rigid bureaucratic process. but 

the airlines were clear on were they stood and the terms of reference were clearly defined. 

The relationship with the airlines has improved significantly in recent years and ADM 

has become more attentive and receptive to the airlines and the airlines in turn have 

become more tmsting and active participants on al1 levels. 

5.4 ADM PLANNING PROCESS 

The ADM decision making process works systematically within the general structure of 

its administrative Framework. The initial decision in 1995-97 to transfer the international 

flights to Dorval is highlighted below as described by M. Benoit, ADM management 

committee member and N. Hamel public affairs director for ADM (in Zacarhias, mar. 

1996 p.b3) (see figure 20). 

Oct. 9, 1995. ADM management committee (9 rnembers) examined an extemal study 

on the Montreal aviation scene and general worldwide aviation trends. 

Nov. 2, 1995. ADM management team along with the extemal consultants presented 

the finding to the Fmember ADM board of directors. 

Jan. 1 1, 1996. ADM presented the study to SOPRAM's 2 1 rnembers (see appendix 1 

for list of SOPRAM members). 



In this process SOPRAM was used as a "sounding board (SOPRAM member and 

Dorval mayor Peter Yoemans). Due to the FdCt that SOPRAM was partly made up of 

elected officials ADM used this as its link and liaison with the general public. Via this 

ADM felt that its decision had the backing of the general population. 

ADM then reviewed plans with its "partners": airlines conipanies, the board of trade, 

tourist and economic interests and individual members of SOPRAM (M. Benoit ADM 

management committee member). This stage was hurried through as a result of a leak to 

the media of such a plan. Throughout the process governrnent officials at both the 

provincial and federal levels were kept abreast of the proceedings. 

Feb. 20, 1996. ADM board voted unanimously, choosing one of the four options that 

were presented by the management committee. The option that was chosen was to 

allow the transfer of al1 regular scheduled flights to Dorval airport, and reassign Mirabel 

to a leisure and al1 cargo airport. This decision was based upon the ADM management 

committee recomrnendation. 

ADM then went on to inform the SOPRAM members at a conference pior to a public 

news conference. 20 of the 2 1 members of SOPRAM voted in favour of the plan. The 

only vote against the pIan was fiom the mayor of Mirabel. ADM has basically followed 

the above outlined decision making format in its process for the actual development of 

Dorval Airport. 



The general hmework for the proposed expansion plans at Dorval falls rnainly into the 

rational planning domain. ADM set up its (1) goals and objectives, (2) took stock of its 

inventory, (3) based its expansion upon aviation demand forecasts, (4) produced 

simulated models, (5) evaluated models and (6) selected an outline plan for the 

development. 

1 - ADM goals and objectives: 

Position Dorval as a backbone of airport activity. 
Improve Montreal's competitiveness by facilitating the integration of camer 

operating and reducing transfer times. 
Offer new, world class user friendly facilities which reflect the specific character 

of Montreal and optimize the airport experience of the users. 
Maximize the airport facilities in compliance with the most stringent service 

standards. 
Ensure that phase 2 is perfect in keeping with the new 2020 master plan for the 

airport and consistent with service levels required to meet forecasted growth in air 
trafic. (Goyette feb. 2000, p. IO) 

This one administrative entity working with the rational planning domain was 

able to alleviate some of the weakness in the rational theoxy that Deneufville cites. 

(see ch.2.1) The political variable was controlled within ADM's administrative 

structure. The role of lead planning source was taken on by ADM therefore al1 

information was filtered through a single actor. A unified set of values and goals 

was developed by the authority and was expanded later to include other value sets 

from the partner groups. 

213- Inventory and Aviation Demand Forecasts 

ADM had commissioned studies (intemally and extemally by Syper-Miller) 

investigating the aviation trends regionally and internationally (Zarcharias 

Mar. 1996, p.b2). As well as general demographic studies of the regional 



population and current trends that affect aviation. Al1 these studies noted the 

essential eiement of transfer trafic that was iimited by the two airport system. 

Due to the fact that this is a redevelopment plan for an already built airport rather 

than a greenfield site, ADM carefully assessed the current conditions at Dorval 

and its surrounding environment. The areas bordering Dorval are fully developed 

in various land uses, commercial, industrial and residential (see figure 18). This 

issue nmained an important element throughout the plan evaluation process as to 

minimize the disruption of the sunound built up environment. 

415- Simulated Models and Evaluation 

At the onset of plans to develop Dorval airport, ADM's planning department had 

produced 2 1 developrnent concept layouts (Taillefer 1999). From these 

preliminary 2 1 layouts, the ADM team narrowed down the possible selections by 

introducing various criteria and preferences. The criteria and preferences were 

introduced by the ADM planning team, "partners" such as the airlines, and 

outside consultants in airport planning, engineering, architecture and management 

specialists. Frorn the increasingly stringent criteria the final conceptual plan and 

layout was chosen. 

6- Outline Plan for Development 

ADM then began work on a master plan for the airport that is to be in effect until 

the year 2020. The plan is divided amongst five main planning blocks, which 

begins with phase 2, the creation of a new transborder fmger at the southwest 



quadrant of the airport (The recent interior renovations to the passenger terminal 

building are know labeled as phase 1 1. 

ADM stressed the significant role that the "partners" had in the planning process and plan 

development. The airport authorities and the airlines have various committees that 

provide a forum where they communicate (see figure 20). The main committee in the 

airport development process is the Airport Consultative Committee (ACC). This 

committee allows the expression of concerns in the general airport development and more 

so the expansion plans at this time. Another main committee is the Airport Operators 

Committee (AOC) which deals with the daily operational needs and requirements of the 

airlines and airport authorities. 

ADM faltered when it went into consultations meetings with the airlines with an almost 

complete design. According to ADM, consultation at this stage was justified in that it laid 

out some essential tiarnework. The airlines saw it as Fait Accompli. The airlines resented 

this fact, and it was only due to the airline's opposition to the institution of the plan as 

such that ADM really opened up a consultation process with responses and solutions, 

This is an area where rational planning theory fails. and ADM seems to have fallen into 

the same trap. ADM has made strides in establishing a better relationship with its 

"partners", and the initial obstades in their relations with the airlines seem to be 

disappearing. The airlines in turn are now more active and willing participants. 



Although mainly structured as a rational development process ADM has also used several 

other theoretical concepts in its strategic decision making. As an organization, ADM is 

loosely formatted according to Allison Graham's Organizational Behavior and 

Bureaucratic Political fiarnework. ADM incorporated as a non-govemmental agency has 

allowed it to function as a private body. This has entitled ADM to by-pass many legal 

obstacles in its planning process and allowed it to prctceed independently from provincial 

and federal authorities although the airport is a very public facility. 

An example of such allowances is evident in legal proceedings about ADM's sole 

jurisdiction to allow the transfer of flights. The judge stated "ADM is not a public body 

and did not have to meet the sarne level of public consultations as a public organizations 

do in the decision making process'' (Moore, Henrich Apr. 1997 p.al). Other instances 

such as environmental investigation and regdations on development of federal land were 

circumvented by ADM being a private body (Memie Oct.,1997 p.a9). 

As a result, organizational issues are decideà upon within the estabiished structure of 

ADM not in the political forum. On the other hand, due to ADM's strong ties and 

network association with SOf RAM, ADM is able to balance the political side within its 

overall structure. The SOPRAM board gives ADM decisions political clout and public 

backing as a result of some SOPRAM memkrs being elected oficials. 

Many political issues arose with ADM7s announcement to allow the transfer of flights. 

This mainiy affect two politicd circies: (1) The population surrounding the Town of 



Mirabel, no& of Montreal which lost an important economic generator and (2) the 

communities and municipalities swrounding Dorval, which were concerned about the 

possible disruption to their environment (although no expansion plans were involved at 

this stage). The baggage of this controversial decision has harnpered the development 

plans at Dorval leading to the local communities being opposed to any proposed 

developrnent plans. 

ADM began to provide representation at t o m  meetings to provide adjacent 

rnunicipalities with information and facts about the proposed development. As a result of 

general town meetings king overtaken with airport issues, ADM planned several 

information sessions in local municipalities and also opened a consultation room at the 

airpon for the general public (Zacharias Apr. 1997 p.a3). The airport also set up a noise 

cornmittee, which includes members of the public (Semenak Oct.1997 p.al). 

On a substantive theoretical level, ADM has focussed its new development plans in direct 

association with its curent user population as well as its proposed user types and 

volumes. ADM has strongly taken into account the type of passenger (originating or 

transfer) and developed its new layout to accommodate the proposed growth in the 

transfer category. The transiting passengers are the focus of the proposed development 

with an ernphasis on improved passenger flows through the system. 

The destination of the passenger is a h  extremely important and ADM has also taken this 

into account. The layout recognizes the split in traffic pet sector 



(dornestic~transborder/intemational: 45%, 26% and 29% respectively, ADM annual 

report 1999) and has planned its layout and infrastructure accordingly as to accommodate 

growth in al1 sectors. The distribution of gates dedicated to each section is representative 

of the current numbers per sector. 

ADM has instituted flexibility on two levels. The first is the flexibility in the planning 

process. ADM has implemented a multi-phase plan ont0 which deadlines could be 

moved up or postponed accordingly to progressive forecasts (Goyette Feb.2000, p.6). 

In her press conference The Chainnan of The Board of Directors for ADM Ms. Nycol- 

Pageau Goyette also stated that the planning team is constantly modifying the plans to 

cake into account the new Canadian outlook as well as more global trends. She also 

noted a tentative tirnetable for construction based upon "physical and operational 

constraints, and the necessity of consulting partners with a view to incorporating their 

requirements in to the master plan" (Goyette Feb.2000 p. 10). 

The second flexibility issue cornes in the fonn of physical infrastructure adaptibility. 

This allows vanous components of the airport to be used in multiple sectors depending on 

the need of certain flight sectors (details of the terminal structure are found in ch. 6.3). 

This allows the airport to adapt and grow intemally and be efficient in the use of space 

and allocation of physical resources. 



5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSlON 

The structure of ADM works well in allowing it to make strategic decisions as well as 

deal with political issues. The decision to consolidate the flights at one airpon was the 

proper strategic move although a tough pohtical decision. The decision making process is 

one based on the rational model with influences from other theories such as Charles 

Lindblom's Disjointed Incrernentalism. ADM also used considerable arnount of 

Substantive elements as a bais for ir development project. 

ADM's institution of flexibility in the planning process is an important element in 

assuring the airport plan cm accommodate the continually changing aviation scene. 

ADM irnproved it communication and consultancy rnethods with the neighbouring 

citizens and its airline "partners" correcting the early uneasy relations. 

From the processes listed in the chapter ADM came up with the plan and layout that is 

detailed in chapter 6. 



Chapter 6 Dorval Airport Terminal Plan and Layout 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 6 lists and illustrates the changes to the physical structure at Dorval. The first 

section illustrates the recent renovations to the terminal building and how these 

alterations have been a positive lead-in to the development project. The second section 

describes the plans on a regional level down to the master planning level. It illustrates 

the involvement of a variety of players outside the normal airport landscape participating 

in an overall beneficial project. The final section describes the actual components of the 

final plans for the new development at Dorval. The selection of layout, number of gates 

and detailed information on the components are illustrated and docurnented. 

6.2 TERMINAL RENOVATIONS 

In keeping with the goals and objectives articulated in the 1995 Master Plan (ADM 

19951, and the liberalization policy (allowing airlines to chwse which airport to serve), 

the termina1 building at Dorval has and is being completely overhauled for its new role in 

the Canadian and North American airport structure. 

This section outlines the physical changes at the terminal complex, why they were done, 

and how it has affected the travelling public. 

This initial strategy according to the 1995 plan was to pay particular attention to: 



Passenger trafic flows 
More space and accessibility 
More commercial areas 
Elimination of al1 finctional elements that negatively affect public and pubiic 
perception 
Improve aesthetically and create hannoniou public spaces 
Introduction of a flexible system of infiastnicture and remain flexible for 
expansion 
Hamonious redevelopment of the terminal building with bridges and waiting 
roorns (ADM master plan 95, p.39) 

The slogan used by ADM during the initial projects was "Conquering Space". This tenn 

precisely described the efforts of the redevelopment project, which was the attempt to 

find more useable space with the already buitt confines, 

The domestic wing of the terminal building was the first section to receive a face- lift. 

Work on the sector began in 1994. The main lobby saw a increase in vertical accesses 

to/frorn the amivals level via the installation of new elevators, revamped escalators and 

new staircases. An eniargement of the area was accomplished via a glass enclosure that 

added natural fight and more openness to the main lobby area The southern façade of 

the teminal building was pushed backed 12m.along a 60m frontage to increase the floor 

area of the lobby (ADM Space Oct. 1996). The repositioning of the southern giass façade 

was done almost throughout of the length of terminal building (see figure 2 1). This 

enlarging was done on both the arrivals and departure level, in an attempt to seize every 

square foot of useable space. 



Figure 21: Repositioniog of Southern Façade 

The commercial zone in the domestic terminal zone was completely revamped and 

additional shops and amenities added. A commercial strip dong the northern area of the 

main terminal linking the domestic and transborder fmger was created. The area entitled 

"Rue Montreal" combines eating establishments, bars, shops, bookstores and a children's 

play area. This was developed to upgrade amenities available to al1 airport users. The 

strip also provides an expansive view of the airfield, attractiug persons in waiting. 

Montreal's distinct nature as a culture and a people is recognized by ADM. Ae~th~caily,  

ADM has stated that main areas of the airport will transmit this Montreal culture and 

ciMc pride to the inbound and travelling public. 



Figure 22: ïilustration of Interior Renovations 

The security checkpoint was enlarged, as well as the addition of more and modern 

equipment to facilitate and speed up the security procedures for domestic passengers. 

The depamrdarrival gate area saw a refurbishment o€f al1 nine gates in the main 

dornestic pier. The airlines aided in this redevelopment upgrading their dedicated gates. 

Along with the gate lounges renewal both Air Canada and Canadian Airlines built new 

executive founges at the domestic finger. 

The arriva1 concourse was redesigned with an expansion via the npositioning of the 

north façade i Sm and south façade 12m. Increasing the overail floor area The 5 older 

o n 1  baggage carmuseIs were replaceci by 2 larger flat bed carrousels (ADM Space Oct. 

1996) (see figure 23). These increased the capacity of the beit for larger flights, and 



inçrease the passenger fiontage area to aüow for an easier and more expedient delivery of 

baggage. 

Figure 23: Domestic Arrivals Hall 

Overall aesthetic improvements Uiclude full replacement of the restrwm facilities, 

replacement of al1 floor, ceiIing and wall coverings, more lighting etc. Functionally, the 

mechanical, electrical and HVAC systems were updated andfor redone. With regards to 

actual airport functionality, improvements included a new cumprehendible public address 

system, state of the art flight monitors instailed at more süategic locales, increased and 

better signage and directional aides, as well as information booths and fieelance airport 

p d e s .  Aesthetic, mechanical and electncal revamping took place at the kaaborder 

finger as with the domestic seclion. 

The gate turnover is extremeiy high with onIy nine avaiiable gates. With the addition of 

some international flights ushg the domestic gates (due to lack o f  space at temprary 



international finger) this finger is at capacity, for the majority of the day and over 

capacity during the evening peak time. The available boarding rooms and 900 seats in 

the finger aren't suficient to handle the existing flights, and act as a deterrent to an 

increase of flights out of the airport. 

The transborder finger saw drastic changes to its look as well as its functionality during 

the redeveiopment. The airline counter layout was totally reconfigured to reflect a 

change in positioning and procedures regarding the U.S Preçlearance fàcility. 

In 1995, the U.S. Pre clearance facility housing U.S. immigration and U.S. Customs 

facility were redesigned and relocated to a centralized zone, replacing an inefficient, 

decentralized, confusing and space consuming layout. (see map 2) 

The old ticket counter areas were dismantled and replaced by over 60 modern consoles 

that house the computer terminais that can access any airline's computer system (see 

figure 24). This makes al1 counters available to any airline. This created a massive 

increase in usable public floor m a ,  has reduced lineups, and allowed for more queuing 

areas during peak hours without interfering with the through flow of other airport users. 



Figure 24: New Transborder Ticket Counters 

A new outbound baggage hall for al1 airlines was built dong with a state of the art 

baggage sorting system. This allows for one outbound belt to be used by dl airlines with 

al1 baggage being sorted to the respective airline via the barcode on each checked bag. 

Once again this type of system allows flexibility and inter-use between airlines. If an 

airline requires another outbound baggage pier, a simple computer entry will allow that 

particular airline to use an open pier that was perhaps used earlier by another airline. The 

individual dedicated outbound baggage rooms and belts were inflexible and only allowed 

the airline unto which the ticket counter was connected to have access even ifthat airline 

had no activity at that time. 



The amval hall was renovated to include 2 new p l a t f i  belts, which again improved the 

quality of service as on the domestic side. Relocation on redevelopment of the aidine 

baggage service offices also took place. 

The access road network was redeveloped in 1995. At that tirne the depanure level 

elevated access road was expanded fiom hw to three lanes. The arriva1 (ground) level 

was expanded to four lanes including a dedicated lane for public transport vehicles, tour 

buses and service vehicles. These changes on both teveb led drastic improvement in 

access and circulation along the terminal frontage zone. Another major access principle 

was improved by the creation of 2 bridges linking the second floor of the tiered parking 

complex with the departure level(1" floor). This improved direct access to the departure 

level and reduced passenger congestion on the arriva1 levels. An extension of the tiered 

parking garage took place in 1996. An additional 1.150 spaces were created bringing the 

total available spaces to 4100 (ADM master plan 1995, p.48). 



Figure 25: Dorval Landside Aceesn 

Source: ADM 1999 

The decision to allow international flights to be serviced at Dorval, the "Liberalization" 

decision as announced by ADM thrust  DON^ airport into another phase of 

redevelopment projects. Some projects that were still king cornpleted were re-evaluated 

and altered to incorporate this new aspect of international flights and its new 

requirements. Under the '95 plan more commetcial space was to be developed, however 

once the international flights were back at Dorval, the space aiiocated for the cornmerciai 

use was used for the international aidine check-in counter and facilities (see figure 23) 

Due tu the limited space the expansion of commercial sector was restricted and m't 

proceed until the new facilities are buiit, therefore leaving the initial start up costs mainly 



on the shoulders of the airlines and the passengers via the mandatory airport 

improvement fee. Table 8 demonstrates the sources of revenues and costs: 

Table 8: ADM Annual Revenues 

ADM Annual Airport Revenues t 999 
(In millions of dollars) 1 

" More efficient airports get 60 to 70 per cent of their revenues fiom 

Adivities . . - - - - - ! 1 - 
Aeronautic -- Activities I 50x 31%~ 
Airport lmprovement Fees j 31.61 19% 

commercial sources7'( Pierre Coutu aviation consultant in Ceausu Oct. 

Capital Assets .-. . 1 8.3, 
Other Revenues 7.9 
TOTAL 163.9 

Figure 26: Re-allocation of CommerciaI Space 

5% 
5% 

100% 
Source: ADM annual report 1998 l 



On the departures level additional ticket counters were added in order to handle to 

international passengers. Amongst other alterations, a new security check-point was 

created for the international passengers, Passenger Transport Vehicles ( P N )  docking 

bays and passenger lounge, and a new duty fiee shop for outbound international 

passengers. 

On the arrivals level, Canadian Customs and Immigration facilities were enlarged, and 

more stations added. Small baggage carrousels were replaced by 2 larger carrousels able 

to handle greater baggage amounts from international flights. The arriva1 waiting area for 

weil-wishers was enlarged. 

The largest project to corne about due to the liberalization strategy was the 

redevelopment of the northeastern section of the satellite terminal (Aeroquay). The area 

was completel y gutted and transformed into the base for international aircraft and 

passengers. 50 million dollars were spent on this phase 1 on the international project 

( D M  annual report 1997, p. 14). This phase 1 included the construction of 8 new 

loading bridges (capabie of servicing al1 aircrafi sizes). The complete renovations 

inciuded everything from new wall, ceiiing and floor coverings, al1 new restrooms, new 

seating for passengers, new gate consoles, new shops and commercial facilitics catering 

to an international clientele. 



Figure 27: Renovated Aeroquay for international Flights 

This development at the Aeroquay was in complete contradiction of the '95 master plan 

which proposed the demolition of the Aeroquay to make room for a new terminal 

configuration with better links the existing domestic and transborder fingers (see figure 

28). The curent layout with the Aeroquay was seen as a hindrance to the Hub ideals of 

the Canadian airlines. The new layout was intended to promote and allow the hub theory 

to fiourish at Dorval. It would also provide a more centralized population fostering an 

increase in commercial senrices. 



Figure 28: II95 Master Plan for Dorval 

L I 

Source: ADM 1995 

The implementation of the international sector to Dorval bas really m x h k d  the use of 

the majority of the amenities and faciüties a Dorval. Although tempocary, the 

internationai activities and its required floor space has diminished some of the level of 

service that Dorval provides to al1 its users. 

Until a permanent facility is buiit, gate sharing-, counter swapping, and overail CO- 

operation and sharing of space amongst the airlines is essenid to maintaining all the 

operations at Dorval. These improvements weren't gratuiîous changes made for aesthetic 

purposes but were necessary to upgrade an outdated and non-cornpetitive Wty. 



As proudly mentioned in ADM's annual report " The Dorval team achieved a major feat 

as it successfully expanded the terminal within exkîing walls and transfonned it into a 

modem, pleasant, higbly efficient facility" (ADM Annual report 97, p.14). 

However, the challenge to allow the continuance of the growth process, can only be met 

by expanding the physical structure beyond the current facility. Although ADM's efforts 

at providing shared gates and counter space, overall space is limited at Dorval. Due to 

this, an increase in flights, either via an increase in frequency to existing destinations; 

new destinations; or new carriers entering the Montreal market is constrained. The 

elevated use of al\ amenities and facilities has dso taken away the planned customer 

convenience levels and reduced cornfort tevels. 

AIthough the situation is temporary, until the new wings are built with the inclusion of a 

new permanent international concourse, growth at Dorval will be restrained due to a 

lac king of physical infrastructure and facilities. 

The seeds for growth were planted by the consolidation of flights at Dorval; planning and 

accommodating this growth which is already evident is the next feat for A D U  This task 

of dealing with growth problems is one that ADM will take on gladly, rather than past 

tasks of dealing with decline. 



6.3 GENERAL AIRPORT AND TERMINAL PLANNING 

6.3.1 Airport Planniag on the Regional Level 

On the regional level (see system level 3 -13 ,  Aeroports de Montreal has clearly defined 

its intentions for the overall Montreal regional air transport system. ADM has taken a 

strong stance in assuring regional acceptance of its plans. The following quote and others 

are ofien re-iterated to ensure that everyone is a part of the overall plan. " This 

undertaking, which must be viewed with pride by citizens throughout the region, will 

endure greater Montreal, and Quebec as a whole are equipped with a world class airport 

that properly reflects the dynamic nature of our populations and our partners" (Goyette, 

ADM Feb.2000). 

The first major position that ADM adopted was the continuation of its 1997 designated 

roles for the two Montreal airports; Dorval and Mirabel. This affirmed that Dorval is to 

continue to be developed and upgraded into a significant international airport and a major 

connection hub for the northeast North America and Europe. Mirabel will continue to be 

a leisure airport (vacation charters), as wel l as an al1 cargo facility. 

As previously mentioned, the structure of the Montreal airport development team not 

only consists of ADM the directors and managers of the airport, but also SOPRAM the 

regional committee that promotes airport development as a catalyst for the overall 

regional economy. ïhrough the invohement of SOPRAM a wide variety of interests are 

represented. The board consists of politicai officiais, economic speciaiist and generai 

regional business persons (see appendix 1 for list of members). 



ADM has also included the involvement of local and national railwvay services, with a 

means to create an intermodal station at Dorval (Johnston sept. 1999,p.d). Transport 

Quebec, has also become a major partner in the development of the sunounding road 

network (Sutherland sept. 1999, p.g3). Other parties include local, provincial, and 

national governments to thoroughly cover this development comprehensively and 

regionally. 

ADM would like the federal governrnent to be a major player in this development, but 

indirectly through a lease re-negotiation. Transport Canada is no longer the manager of 

the airport but is still the proprietor of the land. ADM claims that the current lease 

agreement limits the revenues available to ADM thus not allowing the generation of extra 

revenues that could be used to help pay for the enormous costs of this new expansion. "1 

am hopeful that the federal govenunent will yield to the arguments of Montreal as it has 

done elsewhere in the country and accept to revisit the rent clause to ensure that our 

community wiIl not solely be responsible for the transformation of Dorval and 

MirabelW(Goyette Feb.2000 p. 12). 

ADM has not been quiet about this major economic development. It has stated several 

times that this airport development can be a catalyst spuning economic development for 

the whole region. It cites a world class airport is a major drawing card for investors 

(Goyette May 2000). In an ADM press release they indicate that the airpon development 

will invest 500 million dollars in the economy of greater Montreal over the next 4 years. 



It will create 6500 direct and indirect jobs for an aggregate total of $2 18 million in 

salaries. This results in $1 18.5 million in tax dollars for the two level of govenunent 

(ADM press release may 2000 p.2). (see appendix 2) 

6.3.2 Master Plan Levd and Project Planning Level 

The nexi stage of the planning process is the master plan level (ch. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). This 

all-inclusive document is the blueprint for the complete development of the airport. This 

should include al1 land use designations, planning details as well as details on boarding 

properties adjacent to the airport, including access roads. 

ADM produced the first master pian in 1995, which detailed the development of Dorval 

and Mirabel until the year 2010. However, due to the liberalization of flights, the 

redistribution of activities amongst the nvo airports and overail change in direction for 

the Montreal airport scene, the pian's mandate was cut short. 

A new master plan for both airpons has now in the works to ktter reflect the respective 

development of the two airports in regards to their new vocations. This new master plan 

entitled "Perspective 2020" is a 20 year development guide for the two airports 

The development options that were introduced in May of 1999 were analyzed and from 

al1 the criteria and objectives set out by ADM, the master plan and the general 

programming moved from the concept development to a layout of the new facility. At 



this stage, phase 2 of the expansion plans was integrated into a 20 year master plan with a 

1.3 billion-dollar investment at the 2 facilities (ADM press release Feb.2000). 

The programrning of the master plan, as for any airport, is based upon ADM research 

and forecasting coupled with numerous independent studies. These studies have 

indicated annual air trafic growth for Montreal to be in the range of 2.5%. The forecast 

incl udes al1 demographic influences suc h as population growth (localiy and provincial1 y ), 

economic activity in the area and at a regional level, as well as local population profiles 

(age, income etc.)(Goyette, Feb.2000 p.6). 

'The change in the national aviation structure, having only one national carrier, Air 

Canada has also played a role in the general forecasting and programming for the airpon, 

Air Canada's already strong presence in Montreal was a main player promoting the 

consolidation of flights at Dorval. They have stated that they will re-build Dorval statu 

as a hub (Air Canada annual report 1999, p.9). Therefore, the airpon authorities and Air 

Canada facility planners are both working to establish a better transfer point for 

passengers. The timing of the development is crucial in that Toronto is currently building 

a massive terminal with Air Canada as its main tenant. Therefore, Montreal must have in 

place the infrastructure to compete with Toronto for the possible new routes that Air 

Canada will establish. The high cost of the Toronto development may indeed help 

Montreal in that the profitability of routes may be limited by the high cost of rent and 

facilities that Toronto may impose on the airlines to pay for the development. 

" . . . discussions continue with GTAA, in regard to developmental issues, 
induding the imposition of an airport improvement fee to fund capital 



expenditures, which have been a source of disagreement between the 
parties." (Air Canada Annual Report 1999 p.43) 

ADM has also factored in the composition of the air trafic at Dorval in the development 

of the master plan. The domestic sector comprises 45% of the total passenger trafic, 

while the international and transborder sector provide 29% and 26% respectively (ADM 

May 2000, p.2). As a result, the programming and development concept of the master 

plan is based upon this type of information to properly guide its future development. "All 

development strategies have been established on this basis in an effort to capitalize on 

existing assets, growth in market segments.. . enhance comection facilities.. . increase 

destinations etc" (Goyette May 2000, pz). Other influential factors include new airlines 

alliances, new reliance on regional jets (frequency of flights rather than size), and new 

aircraft technologies. 

The focus of the new master plan is the massive expansion process that will be taking 

place at Dorval International Airport. The expanded master outlook is broken down into 

several phases. (see figure 29) 

Phase 1 of the plan was the redeveloprnent of the interior of the existing passenger 

terminal building. This phase had two facets: 1) the much needed upgrade of the current 

facilities and (2) the remodeling of the facilities to temporarily host the retum of the 

international flight sector at Dorval. (see ch.6.2) 



Phase 2 is the current undertaking that will expand the transborder finger of the airport, 

expand the access roads and set the fiamework for the next 3 phases of the master plan 

(see figure 29). 



Source: ADM 2000 



The master plan for Dorval is based upon a multi-phase development plan onto which 

deadlines can be moved up or postponed according to the current forecasts (Goyette Feb. 

The initial programme tirnetable for the development at Dorval is as follows: (Goyette 

Feb.2000 pp. 10-1 1). 

1. Continuation of the planning stages until end of 2000. 
2. Ongoing consultations throughout the project to make allowances for the 
constraints of daily operatiom. 
3. Preparatory work continuhg until September 2000. 
4. Construction of transborder finger to be delivered in faIl of 200 1. 
5.  South wing of main terminal building expansion will follow completion of 
transborder finger. 
6, Construction will then move to the north where the international h g e r  and north- 
west expansion of the temünal will take place. To be delivered by fa11 2002. 
7. Trafic areas in vicinity of new facilities well be built concurrently 
8. Followed by construction of north-west terminal, the intermodal train station, the 
indoor retrofit and enhancements to the façade of the existing terminal building. 

Table 9: ADM Development Timeline 

Source: ADM 2000 



The construction of the expanded terminal building will be worked in conjunction with 

the development of the trafic artenes serving the airport parking. A new rail facility at 

the airport will be built to enhance Dorval's intermodal links. 

6.4 FACILITY CLASSIFICATION AND TERMINAL SELECTION 

The new 2020 master plan for Dorval Airport is based upon a design concept that extends 

from the existing main passenger terminal building. Although the master plan calls for 

major expansion projects the overall design will aiso retain the cunent centralized 

concept. The new layout maintains the airport's existing pier-finger design layout (see 

figure 29) 

An expansion via the satellite concept (ex. MCO, see figure 9) would not have worked 

well because of the existing layout of the airfield. The new terminal would have to have 

been located quite a ways from the original terminal. This would have made passenger 

access an expensive proposition since a type of people mover would have had to have to 

be provided. 

The Gate Arriva1 Design (ex. DFW, see figure 7), is the antithesis of the cenmlized 

system that Dorval is currently. The merger of these two ideologies is impossible. The 

only way to introduce this system at Dorval would be a total demolition of the existing 

cornplex and replace it with this decentralized concept. Even if this were considered the 

space currently available at Dorval wouldn't ailow for such a design. 



The Transporter System (ex.YMX, see figure IO), was already attempted at Montreal's 

other airport Mirabel. The disastrous final results of that development (although not al1 

contibuted by the transporter system), did not realiy promote this type of expansion at 

Dorval. Two transporter docks were built at Dorval, in order to move passengers with 

Iimited mrhility to and from the international gates at the aeroquay. 

Phase 2 and 3 of the master plan are comprised of the development of two fingers, one 

for the transborder sector (phase 2), and the second for the international sector (phase 3). 

This initial stage will develop a new transborder finger at the southwest quadrant of the 

current passenger terminal zone. Following the completion of this finger and 

international finger will be constnicted at the northwest quadrant of the terminal zone 

(Goyette Feb.2000 p.7Xsee figure 29). The transborder section will consist of 18 

departure gates and the international finger will contain 10 gates. 

The new arrangement will increase the number departure gates for each sector as well as 

provide numerous "swing" gates. These multi-use gates will be available for either sector 

depending on the necessity to increase capacity for one of the sectors. These gates are 

usually only needed to provide service for the additional peak rush hour flights. This 

concept is beneficial in that no large number of gates will be dedicated solely to one 

sector. Therefore, at slower times of the day, a limited number of gates will be ide. This 

is especially m e  in the international sector. Building 15 gates solely for the use of 

internationd flights, which rnainly operate from late aîlemwn to eariy evening would 



leave the sector's gates almost idle for more than half the &y. If 10 dedicated and 7 

swing gates are built, then at peak hours, 17 gates are available, but during the rest of the 

&y perhaps only 2 or 3 gates wiU be ide, the rest king used by other sectors. This will 

also provide flexibility in the case that one sector gows disproportionately to the rest of 

the sectors, gates to accommoclate the growth would be already available. 

The lirnited space currently available at Dorval, has accustomed the airlines operating at 

the airport to share al1 the facilities. This will be beneficial in the expansion plans to 

rnaintain a certain level of cosperation and sharing arnongst the airlines as a cost 

reduction and efficiency measure. 

These two new fingers will replace the current transborder finger that jettisons West of the 

main terminal and the temporary international concoune that is located at the western tip 

of the satellite building (aeroquay). The new layout will attempt to optimize transfer 

tirnes between international and transborder flights (Goyette Feb.2000, p.7). 

In rnaintaining the centralized concept, Dorval airport hopes to provide top quality 

service for its passengers and airlines while maintaining the economies of scale that go 

along with a cenmlized unit. The airpon expansion calls for an increase in space for 

general use, areas such as Canada Customs facilities, security check points, axtival halls, 

ticket counter space, baggage carrousels and general commercial areas. The commercial 

areas will be strategically iocated in order to be wed by travelers and non-travelling well- 



wishers. The expanded facilities will be housed in a 40,000 sq. fi expansion of the main 

passenger termina! building (Goyette Feb.2000). 

With the total development of the 20 year plan, the passenger terminai expansion will 

remain in the current land use designated for the terminal. A small sector of the 

commercial cargo area will be reallocated to accommodate some of the new transborder 

concourse (see figure 29). The current aifield zoning will not be affected by the terminal 

transformation. A larger apron and more taxilanes will allow better ff ows of aircrafi fiom 

the gate areas and the airfield. This is a major factor in that the increased capacity of the 

passenger teminal building doesn't decrease the capacity of the airfield cornponents. 

The expansion of the main terminal will take place on the north and West side of the 

existing central building. The tirst level will be used for the primary inspection area for 

Canada Customs for international and transborder arrivals. This strategic location will 

aIso house shops, restaurants and other services that will cater to passengers who will 

continue throughout to the transborder and or international fingers. The expansion on 

this level will also include nurnerous additional ticket check-in counters (Goyette 

Feb.2000 p.8). 

The ground level will be dedicated !O a new international arrivais hall with new 

carousels, expanded facilities and an aesthetic quality and design that will "reflect 

Montreal's specific character"(Goyette Feb.2000 p.8). This new area will also provide 

much needed space to house support facilities for airlines, customs, and security etc.. 



Expansion along the north side of the building will be used to bener bind the 2 new piers 

to the dornestic side of the terminal building. New gates aiong the immediate nonh side 

and new commercial passenger services will provide closer gates to enhance the Iink 

between the sectors. 

The expansion will be concurrent to major modifications in the current terminal building. 

On the first level, additional new space will be provided for ticket counters as well as a 

reconfiguration of the overall ticket counter layout to provide more space and better 

service. The existing internationd security check point will be modified to increase 

capacity and functionality. A redesign of the overall commercial facilities on this level 

will take place, On the ground level the retrofit will create an expanded areas for the 

baggage daim areas as well as newly expanded arrivals halls for weli-wishers. 

The phase 2 new concourses wilI be developed using a 3-tier plan. The top level will be 

dedicated to arriving passengers with direct access to the Canada Customs area. The 

main level will be dedicated to departing passengers. T h i s  level will house the boarding 

lounges, commercial area, passenger services and executive lounges. The ground level 

wiI l be the area for al1 the support and maintenance facilities (Goyette Feb. 2000 p.7). 

Building specifkations of the later phases of the development will be released by ADM 

as the project progresses. 



6.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Chapter 6 detailed the renovations that took place at Dorval since the inception of the 

1995 master plan. A second series of renovations took place to temporarily 

accommodate the international flights at Dorval. In keeping with the new vocation of 

Dorval as the main passenger airport, ADM produced a new master plan that factored in 

the international flight sector at Dorval. The new plan a h  reflected the type of 

passengers that use Dorval with a primary focus on the "connection passenger", the 

largest growth sector. 

The proposed plan is based upon a multi-stage development process with a flexible 

tirnetable. The selected design maintains the centrdized concept and the pierlfinger 

layout. The development consists ofthe building of two piers (one for transborder/ one 

for international flights) extending from an expanded main passenger terminal building. 

A main component of the new development is the use of swing gates that expand the 

flexibility component at the airport. 



Chapter 7 Conclusion and Recommendations 

ADM made a Herculean decision on an extremely volatile political move (transfer of 

international flights). They backed the positive results of the action rather than shy away 

due to the political backlash. The consolidation of flights was the right decision by 

ADM, Dorval, albeit smaller than Mirabel, has room to increase its operations within the 

existing boundaries (see table 10). 

As an airport authority group, ADM has set up a good framework to develop and grow 

the airports in Montreai. ADM's main goal for Dorval airport is to transform it from a 

rnainly originating/tenninating station to a transfer hub. On the national stage it would 

become a major hub attempting to regain some ground from airports such as Toronto and 

Vancouver in ternis of overall trafic. On the North Amencan and International stage it 

hopes to become a "mini-hub. This would be created via its own network of travelers as 

well as benefiting from a niche market that would capture travelers wanting to avoid 

major transfer airpons such as Boston, New York, Chicago. ADM's goals match exactly 

with the airline's goals for Dorval. Airlines such as Air Canada hope to provide their 

passengers with an alternate to Toronto their main transfer hub (Air Canada annual report 

1999 p.9). Camers such as Delta, Air France, and Amencan, hop  to promote 

U.S.flntemationa1 tramfers out of Dorval (D.Mitchel1, P.Cote 2000). This would be 

accomplished mainly using routing from two code share partners and airline alliances. 

ADM is right on the mark with its attempts to restructure the Montreal airport scene. The 



majority of positive events that have occurred in the Montreal aviation spectrum are a 

direct result of ADM's directional planning. 

ADM, as an authority fotlowing the rational process, has gone through an exhaustive 

amount of inventory to create a good basis unto which they based the development of the 

airport. However, the airport authority in their ultimate choice of development options 

have basically only expanded what exists, which can definiteiy fa11 partially under the 

banner of Charles Lindblom's Disjointed Incrementalism. 

In order to create a context and a site-specific project, ADM went beyond the rational to 

include a large arnount of substantive theory as a partial basis for its development. They 

used tools such as consultative meetings with airlines (although not initially productive), 

the establishment of a development cornmittee, passenger surveys, IATA airport rankings 

and airlines space requirements (present day as well as requirements for the airlines with 

respect to their individual growth expectations at YUL see appendix 3). 

These efforts of investigating the whorn we are planning for are perhaps long and time 

consuming but are essential in the production of a product that will be perceived as a 

combined effort fiom al1 the ptayers that are involved in the everyday workings of the 

airport. If the majority of the players that are active participants in the airport landscape 

can lay daim to a positive attribute that was included as a result of their efforts, the 

terminal will be filled with emptoyees, managers, travelers, and airlines which will enjoy 

that airpon experience. 



The information gathering sessions on the actual Dorval airport users were essential in 

allowing the airpon planners to adjust and modify the terminal plan for the population 

that it serves. These efforts into understanding the user population serve more than just 

to improve public perception but also allow the planners to recognize and deal with the 

issues of that population and thus accordingly provide a proper physical structure for 

those needs. 

Flexibility in the planning process can be found in the staged phase construction plans. 

This can be seen as hedging in case of a downturn in aviation trends. As mentioned in 

chapter 5, ADM feels that it would have the ability to increase or limit expansion if 

necessary. ADM has also noted in its time line (see table 8) that it wiil continue 

consulting with its partners right through until the end of the construction. This relates 

directly to when the original plans for the terminal were not up to the satisfaction of the 

airlines, ADM then revised its plans but the cost was a 2- year delay in stan up. This can 

be seen as a means of remaining flexible but at a high cost. Through this proposed 

consultancy throughout the project, ADM has demonstrated that it has corrected its initial 

underestimation of the airline's will to contribute to the project and ensure their needs are 

met. Also mentioned in Chapter 5, the profit ideology of ADM was not easily accepted 

by the airlines. The airlines are al1 backing the development plans for the airport, but are 

cautiously monitoring the airport authority on the overall financial cost of the 

redevelopment. The airlines realize that any costs incmed by the airport wilt in turn be 

passed ont0 the airlines in terms of rental increases. The airlines see the growth factor as 



positive, but maintain that if the cos6 for the airlines become excessive they will have to 

scale back regardless of the glarnour of the new facilities. 

In 1996, ADM's decision to libemlize the international Bights not only upset the 

population in and around Mirabel airport but concemed the population around Dorval 

airport as to what this announcement would actually bring to their neighbothood. In this 

instance ADM was very slow to address the population. The decision was quite 

unexpected and ADM was unprepared to address the concems and issues with the people. 

It was not until well into the procees when ADM properl y created forums to infom the 

concerned citimns. At this point they did make positive stides in this area via the 

introduction of t o m  meetings hosted by ADM, a consultation room at the airport, 

information pamphlets, a noise committee, a 24hr cornplaint line, and the ability to sit in 

as a noise committee member etc. However, the positive efforts by ADM in developing 

these information tools may be under-appreciated by the public due to the lingering aura 

of mistrust due to the f a t  that ADM was unprepared and Iess than cosperative at the 

onset of such a major development project. Unfortunately, ADM did not get off to a 

better start with its airline partnen either. The airport authority comonly mentioned the 

word "partnen" when refemng to airlines and commercial businesses in al1 media events 

and publications. However, as mentioned earlier the airlines were skeptical of their new 

partner. 

Recommendation 1, that Aéroports de Montréal revisit and follow its corporate 

governance mode1 and some of its stated values. 



In adopting a corporate governance mode1 ADM stated " It was felt that managers of 

public property, the directors not only have an obligation to both SOPRAM and the 

general public.. ." (Goyette in ADM annual report 1997 p.5). ADM also has a value 

statement of Integrity and Openness in which it is to express these values through our 

management practices and our standard of individual professional conduct (ADM amual 

report 1997). 

Economicatly, ADM has tnily fulfilled its mission and has jump-started the long process 

of re-instituting Dorval as a gateway airport, one of its main goals. Its mission to grow 

the airport system in Montreal and use it as an economic caîalyst for the region is a h  

being fulfilled. However, for al1 the great economic and business achievements that this 

organization has accomplished, its brash attitude and public perception may overshadow 

these achievements. As an organization they must become more socially responsible, 

while striving for their economic goals. They can do this by continuing to addtess the 

neighbouring communities' needs and concerns throughout the development process and 

by being more attentive and responsive to the airline's and partnet's needs. A major step 

in establishing public trust would be to become proactive in the promotion and 

distribution of information on the plans rather than being reactive once an opposition is 

created. This preparedness and inclusion of al1 parties interested early in the process will 

eiiminate the aura of a hidden agenda and mistrust that goes dong when outside parties 

are excluded or dealt with in a reactive way long into the process. The organkation 

would then be able to continue to strive for economic goals while instituting a socially 



responsible factor. The end product would be more likely to be accepted by the general 

population. 

In regards to its business partners, as mentioned earlier ADM has corrected some of its 

earlier mistakes and intends to consult with the airlines throughout the project. Ttus 

consultancy fiarnework must remain intact even beyond the scope of the development 

project. The ever-changing industry requires constant monitoring and who better to 

communicate these &ends to the airport authorities than the airlines and their passengers. 

The 20-year master plan time line is quite standard for airports. What ADM has done 

was really focus on the first sector 2000-2004, where the new transborder, and 

international finger will be built as well as the redevelopment of the main passenger 

terminal. As mentioned above, the forecasting numbers of 2.5% annually for the long- 

term development plans are modest and therefore are not propelling the schematic plans 

with visions of pndeur. In actuality, the increase for 1999 was approxirnately 5%. This 

strengths the fact that the authorities made a wise decision in consolidating the flights. 

Maintaining the centralized system of Dorval airport was the right path to follow. Dorval 

is currently a relatively heavily used central system in which al1 airlines participate in 

sharing of facilities and benefit fiom the economies of scaie that are promoted in the 

central systern (see appendix 4 for ticket counter assignments). The expansion of the 

terminal is necessary for expansion as well as alleviating some of the over-saturation at 

several components at the airport such as Canada customs, the arriva1 halls, check-in 

counters etc. This would allow for an increase in the efficiency of the overall terminal. 



The airport at its fully developed stage would be properly sized to maintain the benefits 

of the centralized system. This includes relatively short walking distances from the 

terminal to the most exterior gates, proximity to other flight sectors for transiting 

passengers, centralized and easily accessible commercial areas, etc. This system also 

eliminates a duplication of services and utilities at the gate areas. Therefore, more space 

can be dedicated to the airside components. 

The building of the two new wings, one for international travelers and one for transborder 

travelers will maintain the pierlfinger design. Dorval is currently a hybrid of this layout 

combined with the satellite terminal. The proximity to the main terminal from al1 the 

gate areas is the main benefit of this layout. This will promote an increase in the 

transferJtransit passenger numbers, a main goal of the airport authorities. The main goal 

of the two new wings is obviously to increase the number of gates for these sectors. 

However, what ADM has done is to lay out the wings as to allow the connection point of 

the two new wings to provide numerous swing gates as mentioned in ch 6.3. 

The master plan layout is in accordance to the type of facility that Dorval envisions itself 

as. In the hopes of continuing its trend towards a transfer station (hub) rather than 

prirnarily an originatingherminating station, ADM selection of a centralized option works 

well. The selection of layout responds to two primary current factors that reflect the 

present user population at Dorval. One, as mentioned eariier, the cunent largest growth 

sector arnongst passengers at Dorval is the transfer population that is using Dorval as a 

gateway airport. The anticipated growth in this sector was the main reason why ADM 



chose to eliminate the two-airport system. The centralized arrangement is an asset in 

such a sector development, as the main unit of the airport is accessible fiom al1 the 

concourses and the overall distances and ease of transfer remain manageable. 

In 1998, Dorval ranked 6" world wide in a "esse of co~ectivity" category amongst al1 

airports in its classification (under 15million passengers) as per iATA's Global Airport 

Monitor (see appendix 7). ADM's master plan hopes to increase transfer trafic while 

maintaining the "ease of co~ection". 

The master plan also reflects the composition of trafic amongst the domestid 

transborder/intemational sectors. The distribution at Dorval is approximately 45% 

domestic, 26% transborder, 29% international. The categoncat distribution of space in 

the master plan reflects the destination of travelers at Dorval. The new master plan 

arrangement for the whole airport fosters more connectivity and flow amongst al1 three 

traffic sectors. One of the goals of ADM was to increase the transit sector of the user 

population. In phase two of the master plan the oniy sectors that will be increasing 

connectivity will be the international to transborder (US) sector. it will only be in a later 

phase of the master plan that the domestic sector will be better linked to the other two 

sectors for passenger transfers. Since ths sector presently has the majority of passengers, 

1 believe that a link of this sector to one or both of the other sectors would have k e n  a 

better starting block. OveniIl, the long-tenn plan does dlow growth in al1 sectors 

(independently or concurrently). The programming of the physical structure is in lîne 

with current statistics for each flight sector. 



Recommendation 2, that ADM continue on with its original 1995 plan to eliminate the 

aeroquay and create a hlly pier-finger layout. 

The 1995 master plan included the elimination of the aeroquay with the addition of a pier 

stemming north of the main passenger terminal for domestic gates (see figure 28). At the 

time this plan was conceived Montreal was still running a two airport system, however 

the domestic transformation into a true pier system was noted as being essential in the 

expansion of the Canadian transfer market mainly commuter to mainline. " The proposed 

new arrangement mets the needs associated with the hub and spoke structure and 

consolidation of domestic routes proposed by national carriers"(ADM master plan 1995 p 

vi). 

The new plan perspective 2020 rnakes no mention of reconfiguration of the domestic 

sector. The plan does mention an expansion For gates along the north side of the terminal 

building (see figure 29) however, it only shows the replacement of the western sector of 

the aeroquay which is currently being used by international carriers until the new 

international wing is developed. Failing to better the physical layout on the domestic side 

(which accounts for 50% of the trafic) will severely hinder the development of the 

airport as a whole. The current layout isolates the commuter trafic, and secondary 

airlines to the aeroquay, which has not been updoted since the 1960's. Access is only by 

means of an underground walkway approximately 2OOmetres in length. Then are no 

commercial establishments of any kind, and dl the boarding bridges require passengers 

to climb stairs prior to entering the aircraft. All new airlines must dock at on of these 

gates due to the fact that Air Canada owns and utilizes ail the gates on the main terminal 

side. The types of aircraft using the south side of the aeroquai is also limited due to the 



center taxilane. Any wide body aimaft blocks the main access to the gates domestic and 

transborder. 

Figure 30: Underground Walkway to Aeroquay 

Figure 31: Typicai Boarding Louage at Aeroquay 



The development of a pier north of the passenger terminal would have 6 major positive 

impacts: 

1. It would improve "ease of connection" (time, distance) between domestic gates for 
domestic transfers. 

1. Eliminate the isdated and limited gates c m n t l y  on the aeroquay. 
3. Create a cluster of gates that are doser to the internationat and transborder wings for 

inter-sector transfer passengers. 
4. Allow for the creation of multiple taxitanes for aircrafl, eliminating congestion and 

creating quicker access to the runways. 
5.  The consolidation of gates would provide a higher threshold for commercial activity. 
6. Complete dernolition of the aeroquay wouid ultimately provide room for an 

expansion pier north of the passenger terminal on the West side of the airpon. 

OveraIf, this transformation would provide a better more efficient use of space both on 

the airside and landside, as weil as create a physically layout which allows expansion on 

the existing physical structure rather than a total redevelopment of the airpon. 

A third recommendation would be for ADM to ma te  a system of interconnective 

passageways for the transfer passenger that it hopes to attract 

A trsinsfer passenger that is coming from the U.S. and is continuing on to another 

destination in Canada currently has to follow the steps: 

I . Descend to the arrivais halls 
2. Pass through Canadian Customs 
3. Claim their baggage in Montreal regardless of final destination 
4. Go up to the departure level with their luggage 
5. Pass through the entire terminal building 
6. Find the domestic aidine that they are using for the next portion of travel, re-check 

their baggage 
7. Proceed again through security check point 
8. Find their assigned gate 



Overall, they are two-sector passengers. Firstly, they must follow the procedures for an 

arriving passenger, and secondly follow al1 the procedures of a departing passenger. 

If the airpon truly wants to attract a transfer population they must find a way to minimize 

the steps that a transfer passenger would have to pass through. What the airport should 

do is create a passageway on the same level in which the passenger c m  daim their 

baggage, pass through a small Canada Customs ma, and so on to checking the baggage 

with the appropriate airline and proceed to the assigned gate. This would allow the 

passenger to bypass going up and down levels, bypass the main passenger terminal and 

its crowds, skip security (since the area will be sterile), and proceed straight to the gate 

area. It would become a simple, unmistakable, quick transfer path, with al1 the attributes 

that would amact a transit passenger. For this system to wok, a simple physical structure 

of a direct sterile passageway would have to be created connecting two sectors (see figure 

1. A small satellite Canada Customs area with minimal desks (depnding on expected 
passenger number,2/3 agents 

2. A conveyor belt that would send the incoming baggage to the satellite customs area 
for the transfer passengers only 

3. Minimal Check-in counters for the airlines that would expect transfer passengers with 
a conveyor belt for the outbowid transfer bagage. 

Anofher transfer possibility would be to use the already available people transporters 

(PTV) to move larger groups of transit passengers directiy from aircraft to aircrafl 

without the passenger stepping foot inside the temiinal building. 

These are just some examples of non-standard ways o f  handling different passenger types 

in order to make the airport unique and attract a population that will appreciate an 

infiastructure that is created solely for them. ADM must institute some of these 



techniques if it is to stand out tiom al1 the other airports cornpetmg for the sam tramfer 

Figure 32: Inter-Sector Conaection Corridor 

On a rnacro level, ADM bas done its pout in promoting the airport development on a 

regional level. It always seems to mention the fact that it has the backing of S O P W  

Growth in the industrial sectors of municipaüties neighbo~g tbe airport is up 

considerably since the airport expansion plans came to light (Montteal Gazette Sept. 

1999 p.g7), There are new hotels slated for c o n d o n  in the airport vicinity as weii as a 

redevelopment of al1 the access highways and roads leading to the airport (Sutheriand 

Sept. 1999 p.@). The long-tetm development plans for the terminai building also 



includes a rail station inside the terminal. This signifies a regional and multi-level 

partnership in this airport development. 

A fourth recommendation would be that ADM develop the airport as a total package. 

This would be to continue the development on the domestic sector as mentioned above, 

build the train station at the airport, assure that parking is readily available, and redevetop 

the Dorval trafic circle and the access roads as planned. Al1 these components would 

contribute to the overall success of the airport. An omission of one part may hinder the 

growth of the airport as a whole. Going beyond the airport, the authorities must 

contribute to the development of hotels, services, bus links etc. that would be factors in a 

passenger deciding to use Dorval as a transfer point or perhaps a one &y stop over on 

their way to Europe. If a passenger cannot find a hotel rom, and has to lay over a night 

to catch a morning flight, no matter how goai the airport facilities are that passenger 

would have no choice but to use another airport. An airport is a system where the 

passenger terminal is a main component but just one component of a large system that 

must work in unison to achieve the overail goal of passenger satisfaction. 

No other building in a city by virtue of its vocation can represent a city and make a 

lasting impression on millions of people without having them even step outside. The 

memory is not one solely of visual awe, nor one of presence. What you will retain would 

be a combination of the two. You rnay appreciate the painting that lined the tunnel to 

the satellite terminal, or remember the grandiose amum in the passenger terminal, but 



you certainly will remernber the coffee shop that you sat in for 4 hours waiting for the 

next flight because you missed your original flight. You will remernber the massive line 

up and 1 hour delay at customs, that forced you to run through the overcrowded terminal, 

misread a small ambiguous sign and end up at satellite terminal gate 145 instead of gate 

45. An airport should be a combination of form and function, it should represent the 

city 's character and cultural identity but it mut  first and forernost be an effective 

transportation station. 
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APPENDIX 2: ADM FINAMCAL IMPACT 
(Source: ADM 2000) 

IMPACT OF EXPENSES AMI IMrESTMENTS 
RELATING TO PLAN IMPtEMENTATfON 

d soo M) 

Labour 
Payroll 
Impact on GD? 
Québec government 
revenue (including 
incidental taxation) 
Federal governmcnt 
revenue (iluding 
incidental taxation) 



APPENDIX 3: DORVAL AiRJJNE OUESTIONNAIRE 
(Source: ADM 1999) 

I I 
1. Alrctatt Mlx at Dorval I Numkr of UrcrrR 

Alrcraft typeheatlng capaclîy 
I 

,AlrlinelHandlinq Agent* : 

t I I 

2. Check-ln/l7cketlng 1 Numkr of counîorr (chrck4nitickrtlng) 

Contact : 
Category 

Nona 
Yes wmrnan 
Yes - Dedicated 
Offlce Soaea I O~entionat Anas 

Td. : 1 Fax : 

EmnomylHospltallty 
FinüBuslness 
Servidlcket Sales 
Total : 

3. Support Facfl~tles 

- ~dministklon okce 
, Ramp suppon office 

Passinger ssmicing oMca 
. LosüLale bagaaqe daim OMM 

Cash out oWtœ 

Currrnl Pro/rctlon 
2008 

Ma 1 w 1 Ommnl Iocatlori 

1 Nono 

S I D l N  

Stockrom 1 
Supervisor onice 

, OPS tc1om 
Other 

Ready Room 1 f 
Clased Area for equipment 
Storann Arma 1 I 

I 

I 
1 

Lackets 
LunchlRest room 
Other 
GroundlRamp Support 

I Under canopy 1 
Open Arsa 1 - 

m Staff Facllit~as 
I t 1 
1 1 I 

1 
1 

1 
1 



APPENDM 4: TICKET COUNTER ASSIGNMENTS 
(Source: ADM 2000) 



APPENDIX 5: ADM NOISE ABATEMENT PROGRAM 
(Source: ADM 1999) 

AÉROPORTS DE MONTRÉAL 
INTRODUCES NOISE ABATEMENT INITIATIVES 

... in cooperation with NavCanada, Transport Canada, air carriers and municipalitics 
nearby MonnCal-Dorval International Airport 

Based on data supplied by CEMS and citizen fccdbrck, Atmports d i  MonriLat (ADM) institutcd m u i u m  in 1999 
designcd to rcduce aircraft-induced noire a< MonaCiI-Dorval: 

Atropons de Montr6al cham citizen conmn owr quality of litc niahime movcniatr drcumvent miidenciai ucu 
in residenttil arcar close CO MontrCaI-Dorval International Takeoffr Iate a< niyhi repment a considenble source of 
Airpon. This is why ADM continues to take action to imptove the distubance for urrtenc linnp in miahbaunnu muniopalina. 
toundrcapc in the area around the airpon One of the kty This etplains why ADM rnoniton ail  ch mavrniena lo clorciy. 
tniciaciver to dace is the cornputeritcd Global Sincc Apnl 1999. mqor gcncnl aviation openion- 
Envtmnmcnt Management System. or CEMS. umg mainly pmpcller and mail jn urcnft- 
which enabla ADM to monitor individual deparring Doml  bewcen 1 i:00 PM and 
il~ght paths and IO accurately mcasure 7:W AM bllow neu ukdf procedures. 
noite lcvels in spccific secton to reduce which require them to overfly 
thcm. commcmai and indusaid arcas n t h s  

+ 



ADM REDUCING AIRCRAFT-INDUCED NOlSE 

[han built.up midential arcas. Owing IO the conclusive nature of hiahci dliiude ipprorch to  runwry 06L 
rcrulic to date. rhcrc new takcoff m u i n  may ultirnarely be apphcd In the nimmer of  1999. the angle of approach to ninway 06L was 
ro al1 gcneral aviation ntght fl~ghts h m  Monm[ai.Donial. i t um ied  which. in mm. n id  the altirude of incoming aimalt. 

80th pcrceived noise Icvels and virual impacr have dccrea~d as a 
night movemcnti monitored r w l t .  At Pointe Charlcbair i n  Pointe Claire. loca~cd 4 kilomcncr 
ACroportt dc Mantrdal clocely moniion al1 night f l i lhtr and har fmm rheNnway. a i m f t  now appmach aian iItiru&of 195metm 
idoprcd clcarly wordrd directrvec designcd ro rcrrncr petmiciion 1635 fm), wcll abovc the bma level of 160 m t t m  (530 k t ) .  
io land or takc off latc ai nisht Imeulariticr ire nponed by ADM 
ro Tranrpon Canada offtcialc who atcac the riruanon and impose 
pcnalticr. i f  nccd hc Ir I< Transpon Canada ihai ir rccponsiblc for 
iw ing  noiiccc of infraction and Icvying fin- for fiiltire to cnmplv 
wiih ipplicahlc prnccdurcr 

revised ~ ikeo f f  procedure for NnWry 74R 
In rhc winier ot 1999. ADM tntmduccd a n w  pmçcdurr daigned 
ICI  rcdiicr thc noiw gencntcd hy i i ~ n f t  depanmg on m w a y  24R 
Thc rcvircd wrbound mute tahn i i rcnh up ovcr Lake Sr buts  and 
rrquirn rhcm IO mm to the nghr. only aftn having rcachedan aln. 
N ~ C  01 1 110 mcrrcc 14 IXK) fcetl T h ~ c  rcpmcnn an incrcau of an 
ivcnpc ol 305 rneirn f i fi(l<l fcei) ovcr prrriouc taluoff rcgulatinnr 
Accordinplv. atrcraii now nverfly thonline arcas at altitudm 
rmyinp lrom bcwccn i 220 metm and 2 100 metm !4 Mn and 

MM k t ,  rnuliinu in a concidcnble rrduction of m c i v i b l e  
noiu in communiiin wcst ot ihe iirpon. 



APPENDIX 6: LYTERVIEW QLJESTIONS 

ADM Planning Department 

Planning Process Questions 

1. Does ADM have a Master Plan; if yes, when was it introduced and what is the time 
span for the document? 

2. Does ADM's development goals conform with the city of Dorval's planning 
document. 

3. Who ha jurisdiction over the airport development? 
3. What type of airport does ADM consider Dorval; on a Canadian scale, on a North 

AmericadWorld Scaie? 
5. What are the short-term goals and objectives of the ADM planning board? Long 

tenn? 
6. What market is ADM going afier as a pnrnary target to increase # of C O M ~ C ~ O ~ S ?  
7. How many possible plans (layouts) are being considered? Documentation of these if 

possible? 
8. Who is developing these plans (titles and roles on the process) 
9. Who will make the final decisions? 
10. What type of evaluation process will be used? 
1 1. What are the priorities with regards to layout? ex. Pax convenience, emcient design, 

airline directives, economic costs etc. 
12. At what stage in the development process will the public be included? 
13. Which airports or cumnt redevelopment projects are king looked at as possible 

models to follow? 
14. How binding and or practical are the ICAO/FAA/Transport Cm. rnanuals on 

Terminal design? How readily are these used? 
15. What is Transport Can. role in the development process? 
16. Are the airlines king consulied for input? 

Techmcal Data Accumulation 
1. Sq.ft. of Terminal Buiiding including aeroquay: current totals and prior to '95 

renovations? 
2. number of ticket counters? 
3. US. customs and immigration fC's and capacity ( today and prc-renovations)? 
4. Number of take-offs and landings? 
5. Number of pax originating; connecting; arriving? 
6. Terminal capacity of Dorval, Have renovations increased capacity? 
7. Has the consolidation of fligtits increased nurnber of comecting pax and flights in the 

first year? If so by how much? 
8. Plan of aerodrorne 
9. Plan of Terrninal today, pre '95 



Airline General Managers 

1. Were you consulted O expansion plans? 
2. How was yow input responded to? 
3. At what stage in the planning prwess were you included? 
4. What type of information was offered to you? 
5. What type of information was requested of you? 
6. What level of participation did you feel was actually in effect? 
7. What level of overall input fiom airlines? 
8. How far would you go to help the airport authorities? 
9. What are your priorities passenger service, facilities etc. 
10. Was there are level of consultations prior to the introduction of the development 

plans? 
1 1. What is your outlook on share gates? 
12. What degree of independence does your aidine want apart from ADM? 
13. Does lack of gates hinder the introduction of new flights for you airline? 
14. Does ADM do enough to promote the airport? 
1 5. Were do you see Dorval what does the future hold, what type of facility? 
16. What is the public perception of ADM? 
17. What are the main things that you would want ADM to fix? 
18. Where does yow airline see potential growth at YUL? 
19. Your opinion on the consolidation of flights? 
20. What are the difference between ADM and Transport Canada? 



APPENDM 7: DORVAL FACILïi'Y MNKING 
(Source: ADM 2000; LATA Global Monitor 1999) 

Selon I'lATA Global Airporl Monilor, gui mesun kr perebptlonr de8 uliiisateura des principaux 
adroporls internationaux cians h monda, i'Mrop0R intemaaOnil do Montr4aMkrvai s'est 
classd, en 1998, parmi Ir8 10 prernion dani pkir da 15 cntégoikr w r  21. 

La collecte des donndes paur ce sondagl s'est (ch~knn(r sur une pbikck d'une année et a 
618 eifectude auprbs de nOOd pasmgen iniemafioMux voyaQaant entre I'Europe et 
I'Amdrique du Nard, I'Europa et l'Asir Piclfiqua, &ri qua I'Eu?opa Y k Moyrn-Ofirnt. 

L'ABroport International de Mont i (aH)o~l  r dü Ivrk) a m  âe6 inmlktianr tmpomim6. 

Evaluation passagers d'affaim 1 13' 
Facilite de deplacement dan8 i'a6ro~oR 14' 

Evaluation ~lobale 
Affichane dans I'adroport 
Disponibilitb corresp. intra-continent 
Maeasinaee 

11' 
11' 
11' 
12' 
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